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Young Wild West and "Puncher Pete"
OR, ARIETTA AND THE DYNAMITE
_By AN OLD SCOUT

CHAPTER !.-"Puncher Pete" Appears and .Disappears.
Young Wild West and his friends had just established their camp under an overhanging ledge
at the foot of a hill cliff when the rain, which
had been threatening for an hour or more, began
to come down. It was a wild part of the mountains in the southwestern part of Colorado, and
at the time of which we write there was not a
great deal of law and order there. Young Wild
West, though but a boy in years, had made himself famous by his daring exploits in assisting to
build up the Great West, and by his wonderful
coolness and courage he had made himself loved,
hated, feared and respected. It is near the close
of a day in late autumn when we find the young
deadshot and his friends camped under the cliff.
"Well, Wild," said Cheyenne Charlie, the exgovernment scout, as he gave the ends of his
long, black mustache a simultaneous twist with
his thumbs and forefingers, "this is a whole lot
better than I expected. I reckon we couldn't have
:found a much better place ter stop at, could we?"
No, Charlie," was the reply. "This is all right.
•
We got here just in time, too."
Cheyenne Charlie was a trifle over six feet in
height, straight as an arrow. His long black
hair and mustache set off his rather handsome
face, which was tanned by the sun and wind of
the mountains and plains, to the very best advantage. Near him stood Jim Dart, a boy who
had been born and bred in Wyoming, who was
just about the age of our hero. Charjie and Jim
were know"l as Young Wild West's partners, not
only in the mining business but in everything he
did almost. The "girls," as they always called
them, were there, and so were Hop Wah and
Wing Wah, the two Chinamen they took about
with them as handy man and cook. The girls
were Arietta Murdock, a golden-haired miss, who
was generally known to be the sweetheart of our
hero; Anna, a rather pretty young woman between the a,ge of twenty and thirty, who was
the wife of Cheyenne Charlie; and Eloise
Gardner, a somewhat delicate dark-eyed little
,nrl, who was the sweetheart of Jim Dart.
Of the three Arietta was the only real Western
girl, since Anna and Eloise had not been in that
part of the country more than three years.
Arietta could shoot and ride a horse as well as
the average cowboy or plainsman, and her courage and good judgment was remarkable for one

of her sex. Ann8: and Eloise had been taught
much from her, smce they had been associated
with her, and they had learned to look upon
~angers and thrilling events with a degree of
lightness tha can only be a cquired by continued
experience.
Of the two China men, Vi.ing Wah was the
cook , and a quiet, unoffensive sort or' fellow he
was. ✓His brother, Hop Wah, might well have
been dispensed \Vith, were it not for the fact
that he had found a warm place in the hearts
of Young Wild West and his friend s because he
had on more than one occasion been the direct
means of saving their lives. The fact was that
Hop was a very clever Chinee, and he had been
nicknamed Young Wild West's Clever Chinee, on
that very account. He was a sleight-of-hand performer of no mean ability, a professional card
sharp, and was very fond of practical joking.
But more of him later on.
The rain kept coming down faster and faster,
but it haoprned that the wind was the right way
to keep it from reaching those who had selected
the camping place under the overhanging ledge.
The two Chinamen had been busy erecting the
tents, afte1· having first gathered in a quantity
, of dry wood to be used to keep the fire going
1 as they cooked their meal.
It was damp and
chilly, too, so the grateful warmth that came
from the fire as it was started by Wing did not
come amiss. Our friends usually struck out on
their trips with no particular destination in view.
Sometimes they would lay out a route beforehand, and trust to luck to bring them to a minin~
camp, town or ranch. It had been two days since
they left a good-sized town, and as they had come
upon a wagon trail that afternoon they figured
that they must be pretty near to a mining camp.
The ·girls busied themselves in putting the
finishing touches to the tents, and making things
ready for the night, and as Wild, as we shall call
him, and h is par t ners had nothing else to do just
then, they sat upon a fallen tree and waited for
the supper that Wing had started to prepare. It
was while this state of affairs existed that a.
horseman suddenly appeared before them. He
had just entered the gorge, and seemed to be
hastening for shelter somewhere. He did not see
the camp under the cliff until he was within a
few yards of it, and when his eyes did fall upon
the scene he reined in his horse with aston.iall,
, ing quickness.
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"Hello, strangers!" he called out, as he brought it will be much better for you to stay right where
his ho1·se to a halt. "You sartinly look mighty you are until morning."
"Thank yer, Young Wild West. I'm much
comfortable there."
"That's right, my friend," Young Wild West obliged. Maybe I'll be able ter do a good turn
answered, as he arose to his feet. "Come on for you some time. I hope I will, I hope I will,"
and the cowboy nodded as though he was very
here and dry yourself."
The newcomer quickly dismounted and led his earnest about it.
After remaining a few minutes at the fire he
horse out of the storm, and then he was not long
in removing -the saddle and bridle from the steed. arose, and picking up the blanket that lay near
He tied a lariat about its neck, and then hur- the saddle he had taken from his mustang, he
1·iedly led the horse to a place where it would walked along until he got behind some rocks. A
have a chance to eat all the fodder that nature few minutes later he came forth, the blanket
had provided so abundantly. This done, the wrapped around his shoulders and carrying his
cowboy came back, and after shaking the rain wet shirt in his hands.
"I don't s'pose ther ladies will have any obfrom his hat and clothing as best he could, he
approached the fire and held out his hands t o jections to me dryin' my shirt," he observed, with
a grin, at the same time ogling the girls.
warm them.
"I reckon there will be no objections," Wild
"Putty weti I reckon, stranger," observed Cheyanswered, in his cool and easy way.
enne Charlie, as he looked him over.
The wet garment was soon hanging from a
"That's right, but I don't mind that," was the
.reply. "There's a mighty good fire here, an' it jutting point of rock, where the heat from the
fire could reach it. Then Puncher Pete sat down
won't take me long ter ,git dry again."
"You work on a ranch somewhere around these and proceeded to make himself at home. The
parts, I suppose," said Young Wild West, looking odor from the boiling coffee and sizzling venison
steaks seemed to appeal to him greatly, for every
at him, questioningly.
"Well, I did until yesterday mornin', young now and then he would turn hi_s gaze toward
feller" was the reply. "I quit i;ny job an' set the fire, give an expectant sniff, and then nod
out for Slam Bang. Yer see, I heard that plenty his head in satisfactiin. It was not long before
of dust was bein' found there, an' I sorter got the supper was ready. Puncher Pete, still keepther gold fever.· But say, young feller, it sorter ing the blanket around him, was invited to sit
seems ter me as though I know yer, though I up with the rest, and the way he ate told plainly
ain't never seen yer afore. Ain't you Young that he was indeed a very hungry man. But
there was plenty for him, and he managed to
Wild West?"
"That's just who I happen to be," was the satisfy his hunger. Wild then asked him a few
questions about the mining camp, but it was little
smiling retort.
"I go by ther handle of Puncher Pete. I've that Puncher Pete knew about it, since he had
always had ther name of bein' a putty rough never been there. What he did know was merely
sort of a cow-puncher, too. But that don't say hearsay, he declared.
"Do you think of goin' ter Slam Bang?" he
that I ain't got a good heart in me, does it?"
"Certainly not. To be candid with you I will asked.
"Well, we never heard of the place, but since
tell you that your general appearance is not very
we ai;e so close to it -J: reckon we'll ride over
pleasant."
Puncher Pete shrugged his shoulders. He cer- that way in the morning," our hero answered.
"Good! I'll ride right along with yer, if yer
tainly was anything but prepossessing in his
looks. Two ugly scars on his face and forehead ain't got no objections."
"I reckon we have no objections."
signified that he had been in battle more than
The rain continued falling, and soon darkness
once, too, though for what cause only those acquainted with the cowboy could tell. He carried set in. The bright ,glow of the camp-fire illumia brace of heavy revolvers in his belt, and a nated the scene, and as. our friends looked, out
rather short-bladed hunting knife. Spurs were before them they one and all felt pleased to think
attached to his high-heeled boots in the fashion they had found such a sheltered spot. Puncher
of many of the cowboys in that section, and his Pete was very talkative at first, but after he
straggling reddish-brown hair and bristling had dried his clothing he appeared to be sleepy.
"I reckon you don't care if I turn in, do yer,
mustache went to fini sh out the picture. Puncher
Pete did not seem to mind in the least what Young Wild West?"
"Certainly not," was the reply.
Young Wild West said.
"All right, then. I'll find a snug spot in here
"That's just what I might have expected to
hear yer say, from what I've heard of yer, behind that rock an' you kin bet your life I
Young Wild West. But it's all right. I can't won't know nothin' till mornin'. I'm putty well
help how I look. As I said afore, a man kin tired out."
He was not long in seeking the spot he menbe a putty tough-lookin' customer an' at ther
same time have a · good heart in him. I ain't tioned, and then a little later his steady breathgoin' ter say that I'm one of that sort, but yer ing, intermingled with a snore now and then,
reached the ears of our friends.
kin take from it what yer like."
"Well, boys," said our hero, in a low tone as
"All rigilt, Puncher Pete," was the reply. "I've
already told you that you are welcome to stop - he nodded to his partners, ."I reckon that fellow
her and dry yourself. You can do more than that, needs a little watching. I can't help thinking
for there are none here who would wish to turn but that he is a villain. Just keep your eyes
a stranger out in a storm like this. Darkness on him if it comes your turn to watch during the
will soon be upon us, and as the mining camp night."
It was about nin~ o'clock when the ,girls sought
yov spoke of is quite a long distance from here
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the seclusion of the tent that was allotted to them
for sleeping purposes. Then Wild left it to Jim
Dart to take the first watch. Cheyenne Charlie
would relieve him when the proper time came,
and then he himself would take the watch till
daylight. Half an hour later Wild and Charlie
turned in. Wing, the cook, had already crept
to the tent, and when Hop saw that he was to
be left alone with Jim he quickly sought his
sleeping place, also. Dart took turns at sitting
down and walking around, for it was rather tiresome to be alone with the storm raging before
him. As it was near the time to arouse Cheyenne Charlie, Jim suddenly heard a crashing in
the bushes off to the left of the camp. Instantly
he gripped his revolver, and after listening for
a space of a few seconds, he stepped cautiously
that way. Another crash came just then, almost
in the same spot. Not knowing just what he
might confront, and not caring, for that matter,
the boy crept stealthily forward.
For fully ten minutes Jim waited there, and
then becoming convinced that the sounds mustll
have been caused by stones that fell down the
steep bank, he turned and made his way back
to the camp.
"I reckon I'll see if Puncher Pete is still sleeping," he muttered, under his breath.
Stepping over to the rock behind which the
man had been lying, he peered downward and
then found there was no one there.
"Great Scott!" exclaimed the boy. "That fellow
has gone."
He quickly got the lantern and made a good
search of the spot, but Puncher Pete was not
there.
"The sneaking coyote!" said Jim, shaking his
head. "I wonder if he took anything with hi@."
"He hastened to the tent and called out,
·
sharply:
"Wake up, Wild! Puncher Pete has left us."

CHAPTER II.-At Slam Bang.
Whether it was that the sounds made by the
falling rain lulled Young Wild West to slumber
it cannot be said, but anyhow, he was sleeping
just as soundly as he had ever done in his life
when he was awakened by Jim Dart's call.
"What's the matter, Jim?" he asked, hastily,
as he saw Dart standing before him, looking
rather excited in the light of the lantern.
"Our guest has taken French leave, Wild," was
tl!e reto1-t. "I was attracted to the left of the
camp by hearing sounds there, and when I got
back it occurred to me to see if Puncher Pete
was still sleeping. When I found he was no
longer here I went to look for his horse. That
is gone, too, so it shows conclusively that the
fellow has sneaked off."
The whole camp was aroused now, and quickly
lighting another lantern, Wild started to make
an investigation of the premises. It was still
raining, and that meant that Puncher Pete must
surely be out of it, •for he certainly would not
remain in the near vicinity after leavin,g in that
fashion. Everything was all right in both tents,
so the young deadshot looked elsewhere. The
rest were assisting him by this time, and finally
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Hop called out excitedly that his saddle was
missing.
- "Lat velly bad, Misler Wild," he declared, shaking his head, and moving about uneasily. "Me
allee samee havee um thousand dollee in um
saddle bagi;, so be."
"Well, don't worry about it, Hop," was the
reply. "I reckon you'll get the saddle back again,
and it is hardly likely that the thief knows the
money is there. It happens that your saddle was
a pretty good one-much better than the one he
had, I am sure, for that appears to be a very
dilapidated affair. Let's look for it; it is most
likely he left it around here somewhere."
It did not take them more than a couple of
minutes to find the saddle Puncher Pete had
left behond him. They continued to make an
examination of everything they had with them
until they were satisfied that there was nothing
else missing.
Then Wild coolly started back for the tent.
"I reckon it's about your turn to go on watch,
Charlie," he said, as he looked at his watch.
"Come on, Jim. We'll turn in. There's no danger
of the thief coming back, I guess."
It was not long before the camp was ag;in
left in silence. Cheyenne Charlie was now on
duty and though he was pretty well satisfied that
Puncher Pete would not show up again during
the night, he kept a sharp i.yatch during the
time he had to put in. But nothing happened,
and finally it came our hero's turn to go on·
guard until morning. Charlie waited a few
minutes after the hour arrived, and then he crept
into the tent, and quietly awoke the sleeping
leader of the party. From that time on the
conditions remained just about the same. But
just as the leaden sky began to light a little
the wind quieted down and then there was a
calm. •
In a few minutes the rain ceased falling, and
then as the young deadshot looked toward tl\e
southwest he saw that the clouds were scurrying
off to the right. This wa-; a .:'orerunner of what
was to come. The storm was rapidly clearing.
It was -growing lighter all the time, and satisfied that there would be no more rain for a while,
the young deadshot went to the tent. He turned
his' attention to the cook, and seizing him by both
ankles he pulled him out of the tent without
ceremony.
"Hip hi! Whattee mattee?" exclaimed Wing,
in a startled way.
The sounds of his voice promptly aroused Charlie and Jim, though Hop did not move.
"Get that fire going, Wing," said Wild to the
cook, who was now thoroughly awake. "Come,
Hop. Go and shift the horses, so they can eat
all they want before we are ready to start. Get
a move on you."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," came the reply from
both Chinamen, and soon they were attending to
their duties.
By the time the sun showed itself above a
distant range in the east the coffee was boiling.
The cook then put on the meat he had to b1·oil,
which, by the way, had been cut from the ~am
of a black bea1· Cheyenne Charlie had shot the
morning before.
"That smells putty good, Wmg," ti>« ~,.p.,:p. €J~·
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served, as he gave a sniff and nodded in a satisfied way. "There's nothin' like a good chunk of
juicy bear meat for me. Venison is all right,
but give me bear meat once in a while."
It did not take so vecy long before the breakfast was ready, and then all hands. ate heartily.
As soon as the cook had washed the tin plates
and cups and cooking utensils, the work of loading the two packhorses was begun. This did
not take very long, since the two Chinamen had
a system of doing it. The result was that the
sun was scarcely more than half an hour high
when they were ready to break camp and take
the trail that led to the mining camp of S~am
Bang, according to what Puncher Pete ha d said.
"Now then," said the young deadshot, a s he
swung himself upon the back of his sori·el stallion Spitfire, "we'll strike out for Slam Ba ng.
If Puncher Pete is there, you can bet it won't
be very long before Hop will have his sadrl.le
back. If it happens that the money is not in
the saddle bags you can bet there will be music
In Slam Bang for a little while, and Puncher
Pete will play the principal part in it."
The sun was shining brightly, and the birds
were singing in the foliage overhead as our
friends rode along. If it were not that everything was wet from the heavy rain of the night
before no one would have believed there had ever
been such a thing as a storm. They rode as fast
as it was advisable to force the pack-horses along,
and the miles were rapidly covered. Just about
an hour and a half after leaving the camp in the
narrow gorge, they came in sight of .a small collection of brand-new shanties and a few white
tents lying a couple of miles below them in a
·
pictures:iue little valley.
"I reckon that is Slam .Bang," said Young Wild
West, as he pointed to the spot. "I don't know
why it ·was that such a name was ever given to
a mining ·camp, but it is not surprising, since
all sorts of names are selected."
They followed the trail along, and after making two or three turns they finally reached the
valley below. The mining camp was then less
than half a mile distant, and riding along at a
iood clip they r·ode into it and came to a halt
m less than two hours from the time they had
broken camp. Of course there was the usual
shanty saloon there. A mining camp would hardly exist .without one. Thi s building was really
the most imposing of the lot. It had a painted
front, and the sign that reached nea rly a cross
at the top declared it to be "The Slam Ba ng
Palace." There was not much of a demonstration as our friends came to a halt, thoug h the
spectators looked at them curiously as well as
·
expectantly.
"Good mor ning, gentlemen," said Young Wild
West, as he dismounted. "Is this Slam Bang?"
"That's jest what it is, young feller," one of
the miners answered, as he spat a mouthful of
tobacco juice upon the ground. "It ain't much
or a place as yet, but I reckon it will improve
with age. But where did yer come from so early
in ther :nornin'?"
"Oh, we went into camp just before it started
to rain yesterday afternoon about fifteen miles
on the mountain. We made an early start
this morning, and here we are. But say! has
a stranger arrived here since last night?"

. "Yes, young feller," spoke up a man standin~
m the doorway, who was no doubt the owner of
the saloon. "A cow-puncher struck here jest about
midnight. H e was wet to ther skin, too. He's
sleepin' in my back room now. Do . you want
him?"
"Well, I'd like to see him, but you need not
be in an y hurry about waking him. Let him
sleep a little longer. Maybe it will do him
good."
"Maybe I had better wake him up , 'cause I
reckon he's slept long enough, anyhow," the proprietor remarked, as he looked at our hero.
"Just as you like," was the reply. "When you
wake him just t ell him that Young Wild Wes t
wants to see him."
Instantly the faces of the miners lighted up,
and all eyes were then fixed upon the boy.
"So you're Young Wild West, eh?" remarked
the ma n who had first spoken , a s he looked the
young deadshot over from head to feet.
"Yes, that's who I happen to be, my friend."
"Well, I will say that I'm mighty glad ter see
yer.- I've heard somewhat about yer, yer know.
I s'pose that other boy an' this man here is your
pards," and he nodded toward Jim Dart and
Cheyenne Charlie.
"Yes, that's right."
"Well, I've heard about them, too, an' so has
ther rest of us, I reckon. - An' them's ther gals
what rides around with yer sometimes."
He nodded toward the girls as he said this.
"Right again, boss," the young deadshot answered, with a smile.
"Well, one of them heathens must be that smart
Chinee I've heard so much about, then."
"That's the one right there," said Wild, pointing to Hop, who was now smiling blandly and
bowing right and left to the miners.
"Well, this is what I call a surprise. Young
Wild West, you an' your pards, an' ther gals,
an' ther heathens, too, is welcome here ter Slam
Bang. You kin put that down as comin' from
here, an' I'm Jerry Ball, ther mayor."
The. man spoke with great emphasi!l a s he said
the last, and after exporating again he thrust
out his chest and drew himself up to hi s full
height, as though for inspection. Meanwhile tbe
proprietor of the Slam Bang Palace had gone
inside. Wild nodded to his partner, who promptly
dismounted, a nd then walked into the low-ceilinged bar room of the shanty structure. He h a d
barely got there when the owner came through a
doorway in the rea r, followed by a man.
"Good morning, Puncher Pete!" said Wild, in
his cool and easy wa y, as he recognized the latter. "I reckon you was in a hurry to leave our
camp last night."
"Oh, I don't know as I was," was the rather
insolent r etort. "If you don't like it, Young
Wild West, you know what yer kin do."
Puncher Pete tapped the butt of his revolver
in a significant way.
"Yes, I know what I can do,"· was the quick
retort. I'll do it right now, too. If you don't
produce the saddle you stole from our camp inside of two minutes I'll put a hole through your
carcass.·
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CHAPTER UL-Puncher Pete Takes His Medicine.
The face, of Puncher Pete turned deathly pale.
"I don't know what yer mean, Young Wild
West," declared the man, as he found the use
of his tongue.
But it was easy for anyone to see tb1t he was
not speaking the truth, for his very manner indicated that he was guilty of the accusation.
"I never took no saddle from your camp unless
I done it through a mistake," he went on as he
,gradually recovered his composure. "It jest come
to me all at once when I woke up that it would
be a good idea for me to quit you folks an' ride
on ter Slam Bang. When I got up I didn't see
no one awake, so I thought I'd just go away
without wakin' anyone. If I took a saddle that
belonged to any of ycu people I must have done
it through a mistake."
"Go and get the saddle!" thundered Wild·, his
eyes flashing.
Puncher Pete did not hesitate a moment. He
turned and walked quickly back into the rnom he
had emerged from at the call of the landlord
a.nd soon returned with Hop's saddle upon his
arm.
"I see, now," he said, acting as though it was
all explained. "I must have thought this was
my saddle, an' in ther dark I put it on my ho:i;se
an' come on."
By this time there was quite a little crowd in
the saloon. None of them knew Puncher Pele, it
seemed, but as Wild took the saddle and handed
it to Hop Wah, who came in to claim it, a tall,
lanky man whose chin was dirty with tobacc0
juice, looked at the young deadshot and said:
"See here, young feller, they say you're Young
Wild West, an' that you're all right. But I think
when a feller claims stolen property he oughter
have some way of provin' that it's his. I never
seen this galoot afo1·e, an' though he might have
took that saddle by mistake, or he might have
stolen it out an' out, I think he oughter have a
fair show. I'm a man as always stands for things
that are fair an' square. Now then, how kin you
prove that ther saddle don't belong to this man?"
"That is already done, I believe, my friend,''
Wild answered, smiling at the tall, lanky miner.
"He has admitted that he took this saddle from
our camp and left his in place of it."
"It ain't my saddle," spoke up the accused
cowboy, shaking his head, and looking at the
miner who was championing his cause. "It was
so dark when I left ther camp that I took it
through mistake an' left mine there."
"Is that quite satisfactory to you, my_friends,"
said Wild, looking at the miner, and shak ing his
head.
"\Vell, maybe it is," was the rejoinder.
"And maybe it isn't, I suppose. Well, I'll tell
you plainly that the saddle belongs to this Chinaman here. It is a pretty good saddle, as you
can see, and of course he was anxious to get
it back agarn. But when I tell you that there is
a thousand dollars in the saddle bags you can
better understand why he was so anxious abd'ut
it."
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"A thousand dollars," echoed the miner, Iiis
jaw dropping.
"Hop, just show them that what I say is correct," said Wild, turning to the clever Chinee.
"Allee light, Misler Wild," was the reply, and
then he quickly unbuckled a strap and openin,g
the little saddle bags thrust in his hand and
drew out a rather fat wallet.
Opening this, he pulled forth a wad of bills,
and quickly counted them over before the eyes
of the spectators. There was just. a thousand
dollars there, the bills ranging from hundreds to
fives.
"Puncher Pete," said Wild, smiling at the surprised cowboy, "I reckon if you had known that
money was in the saddle you would not have
stopped here at all, would you?"
"Yer don't take me for a thief, do yer, Young
Wild West?" came the retort, while a flash shone
in the man's eyes.
"I ce1'.tainly don't take you for anything else.
Let me tell you one thing. You certainly could
not have made a mistake in taking this saddle
for yours. The girths of your saddle were patched with pieces of rope, and these girths are all
right. Now then, what · have you got to say to
that?"
"Well, I was half asleep at ther time, I s'pose,
an' I didn't take no notice," was the reply.
"Oh! Well, I am going to let it go at this,
only I mean to teach you a lesson first. You just
·
step outside, will you?"
"\Vhat for?" was the surly retort.
"Never mind what for. You go on outside. I
noticed that you put your hand on your gun when
I first faced you. No doubt you thought you
could scare me. Just to show you that you
can't, I want you to come outside. Then you
can put your hand on your gun, and you can
pull it, if you like. Anyhow, I am going to pull
mine."
Puncher Pete turned paler than ever.
"Give ther galoot a square deal, young feller,"
called out the tall, lanky man, just as though he
had a lot to say about it.
"You shut up, Lang," called out the mayor.
"I reckon this is none of your business."
"That's all right, Jerry Ball," -was the retort.
"You needn't think that you're rulin' this here
camp. If you do, you'll wake up some mornin'
an' find that you're mighty mistaken."
The two men might have come toether right
then and there if Wild had not interposed.
"Take it easy," he said. "I am sorry that I
have been the means of starting a quarrel among
you. Come on outside, Puncher Pete," as he turned and nodded to the rascally cowboy.
There was no help for it, so Puncher Pete
walked slowly to the door and stepped into the
open air. Wild now took him by the arm and
pulled him to the center of the roadway that
ran along tetween the two rows of_shanties and
tents that had been built quite close together on
either side.
"Now then, Puncher Pete," he said, in his cool
and easy way, "I am going to step back five or
six paces, and then I am going to begin shooting
at you. But understand me; I am not going to
hm·t you a bit. I want to see how well you know
In the meantime, if you feel
how to dance
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l ike taking a shot at me, go ahead. I don't yer wan t. I 'll see ter it that you ain't intercare anything about that . You can shoot to kill, fered with."
too, if you like."
"Thank you for that. I reckon we'll stop here
.
The face of Puncher Pete underwent rapid until to-morrow morning, anyhow. We are not
chances. It was hard to tell just what he was i~ a prospecting tour; we are simply taking a
thinking about at that moment. He shot a glance ride around tlrrough the country looking for adaround him, and when he saw Cheyenne Charlie venture."
grinning at him it occurred to him that he stood . The major nodded and then insisted upon leadbut little show, after all. But he was in for it, mg them to a place he thought would just fill the
so he did exactly as the boy told him. Wild bill. A creek. ran through the little valley, and
backed away ten or twelve feet, and then with branched off m the form of a V right near the
wonderful quickness, he pulled a revolver and cluster of shanties and tents.
fired. The bullet hit- the heel of the cowboy's
"I reckon there's about as good a place as you'll
right foot, and utter ing a yell he leaped into the find anywhere close by, Young Wild West."
air. Crack! Another shot was fired, and the
"Thank you, that will just fill the bill, I think "
The stream was not more than a few inches
other heel was hit.
"Dance, -you sneaking coyote," Wild called out, deep right there, so our friends quickly went
:sharply. "Let yourself go."
across and then the two Chinaman were ordered
Puncher Pete obeyed. He began dancing for to relieve the pack-horses of their load and to
all h,e was worth, but in less than fifteen seconds put the camp in shape.
he suddenly g r abbed his gun and pulled it from
the holster. Crack! Wild was expecting such
a movement, and he fired quickly, sending the
weapon from the man's hand and leaving a tiny
CHAPTER IV.-A Partnership Is Formed.
strE)am of blood trickling from the knuckle joint
of his thumb. Crack, crack. He fired two shots
Jerry Ball, the mayor, walked back to the
i n quick succession, and the villain's boot-heels
"Palace" rea dy to settle a ccounts with Lang after
were hit a gain.
"Don't shoot no more, don't shoot no more!" having seen our friend s settled at the spot they
Puncher Pet e cried, wildly, as he leaped up and purp?se~ to ca mp upon. The tall, lanky miner
down in the fashion of an animated jumping- was ms1de a t the bar and was engaged in conversation with Puncher Pete. The crowd had
jack.
The humorous par t of it appealed to the miners dispersed before this, since the miners wanted
now, and soon they were laughing unroariously. to go to their work, and only one man remained
Only one man in the whole crowd remained silent, in the bar room with the two. He was a fellow
a nd acted as though he did not at all approve who was rather shiftless and would much rather
of the procedin.gs. This was the tall, lanky miner s~e ·excitement than work on the claim he had
called Lang. Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dal't staked out. Butt was really _a ha lf-witted fellow
kept a pretty good watch on this man, for it was but was very good-natured, withal. He grinned
easy for them to understand that he sympathized and nodded when he saw the mayor come into
with the rascally cowboy. Wild emptied the six the place, and then he looked over at Lang and
chambe1·s of his revolver, and then he drew the quietly took a seat in a corner of the room.
"Well, Lang," said Jerry Ball, brusquely, as he
other one with his left hand and fired a couple
halted in the centre of the room and drawing his
of shots from that.
"That will be about all," he said, motioning revolver eyed the tall, lanky miner coolly. "I
for the dancer to cease. "I reckon you won't try 1·eckon we'll settle that little difference as come
to steal a saddle from anyone very soon again." between us a little while ago, if you're willin'."
"See here, Jerry!" came the reply, as Lang
Puncher Pete ceased dancing and made a beeturned and looked at him steadily, "we've always
line for the bar of the saloon.
"Put your hand there, Young Wild West!" ex. been putty good friends, ain't we?"
"Well, then, put your ,gun away, an' call it
claimed Jerry Ball, as he ran for ward with outstretched hand. "You're all wool an' a yard square. I'm satisfied that Puncher Pete ain't as
wide, you are. You're ther boss boy of ther black a s he's been. painted; but that's all right.
If you want ter thmk that way, you have a perWest, an' no mistake."
"That's all r ight, Mr. Ball," was the reply, as fect right ter do so. I don't think so, though,
the hand was accepted. "But it is quite easy to an' that's why I'm for giving this man a fair
handle such a fellow as Puncher Pete, you know. deal. I've been talkin' with him for ther past
A sneak thief never has much sand in him, I five minutes, an' he says that he didn't know
it wasn't his own saddle that he took last night
have found out."
"Well.. if he had any in him, he sartinly lost when he left ther camp of Young Wild West. I
in all," retorted the mayor, with a chuckle. "I'm believe he's tellin' ther truth, Jerry."
"I believe he is telling a lie," retorted the
glad he didn't find ther money that was in ther
saddle bags. If he had he sartinly wouldn't have mayor, sharply, turning his eyes upon Puncher
stopped here very long. He would have kept on Pete.
"Maybe you have got a good reason for thinktravelin', I reckon."
"Quite likely. But now, Mr. Ball, I'd like to in' that way, pard," the cowboy said, mildly. "I'm
ask you, as mayor of Slam Bang, if there will a stranger here, so there wouldn't be no use of
be any objections to us pitching our camp some- me takin' up what you say. But anyhow, that
, business ~hout ther saddle is all settled, so why
where around close to the shanties."
"None_ in the1· least, Yo1r11.g Wild West,'!, was ca n'twe be friends? Come an' jine us in a drink,
t he retort. "Go ahead a n' pick out any place pard."
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"Come on, Jerry," coaxed Lan,g, and then he
half dragged the mayor to the bar.
"You come, too, you simple-lookin' galoot,"
called out Puncher Pete, nodding to Butt, who
sat at a table looking rather expectant.
"Thank :,er, boss; I'm only too glad ter drink
with yer," was the reply.
Then Lang began talking in such a persuasive
way that the mayor fmally yielded entirely. They
drank together, and then Lang insisted on treating. There was nothing to do but to "set 'cm
up" himself now, so Jerry Ball did so. The
· proprietor of the Slam Bang Palace seemed to
be much pleased at this, and he put out a box
of cigars on the house. The mayor soon excused
himself, for he was a hustling sort of man, and
he had three or four men working for him at
the rat'.1er good-paying mine he owned, and he
felt it his duty to be on hand ·and see that the
work went along in the proper manner. Puncher
Pete and Lang walked over to a table and sat
down, and then the proprietor called Butt over
and started him at ·work cleaning up tl).e room.
"I've took a mighty strong likin' to you, do
yer know that? " said Lang, as he nodded and
smiled at his companion.
"I've done ther very same thing ter you, pard,"
was the reply. "I'll never forgit yer for tryin'
ter take my part. I'm innocent of stealin' that
saddle, as I told yer afore."
"Well, I'd think jest as much of you if you
·was guilty," declared the miner, a half grin
showing on his face.
"Would yer?" and Pete looked surprised.
"Sartin I would. I don't blame yer a bit for
takin' that saddle, since your own wasn't no good.
But say, ain't it too bad that you didn't know
all that money was in ther saddle bags?"
The cowboy hesitated. But Lang only grinned
and rubbed his hands in a satisfied way.
"I reckon you're alr right, Pete," he declared,
after a pause. "I s'pose you kin tell putty well
that I ain't Yery much liked in this minin' camp."
"\Vell, it sorter did strike me that way."
"Of course I ain't. I don't work half as hard
as ther most of 'em do, either. But I've ,got jest
as much money, an' maybe more, too, than ther
most of 'em."
Lang lowered his voice to a whisper as he said
the last.
"I think I understand what you're drivin' at,
pard," said Puncher Pete.
"Most likely yer do. But that's all right. I've
been goin' ihis thing alone for ther past month
or two, an' ther minute I sets eyes on you it
struck me as how you would be a good one for
my pard. How about it, anyhow?"
"If you think I'd suit I'm with yer."
"Good! Put your hand there!"
The two shook hands in very hearty fashion,
and Butt, who was busy with a mop, looked at
them and grinned in his simple way.
"Here you, Butt," called out Lang, as he saw
the fellow looking at them. "Jest fetch a bottle
an' a couple of glasses over here, an' hurry about
it."
"Hadn't I better fetch a glass for myself, too?"
asked Butt, innocently.
"All right, fetch it along, then. You're too lazy
ter work, but I take notice that you like ter
drink a whole lot."

'l'he proprietor ,grinned at this, but as it made
no difference to him how much the half-witted
fellow drank, so long as he got his money for
what he put out, he was quite ready to serve
him. Butt permitted Lang to pour out his drink
for him, and then he swallowed the contents of
the glass and thanked him heartily, returning
again to his work.
"Ther fact is," said Lang, leaning close to
Puncher Pete's face and lowering his voice to
almost a whisper, "that I'm engaged in a sort of
crooked business here in Slam Bank.
The cowboy nodded approvingly.
"I'm putty slick in my line of business, too,"
went on the miner. "I've a way of helpin'
myself ter .gold dust without gittin' caught at it."
"That's ]Jutcy clever in yer, I will say," declared Puncher Pete, again nodding his approval.
"Now then 1 since you have come here ter better your fortune. I'm goin' ter take you in as a
pa1·tner with me."
"I'm mighty glad ter have ther chance. You'll
find that I kin do somethin' in your line, too. Of
course it wasn't nothing very clever in me when
I sneaked away from Young Wild West's camp
last night an' took that saddle. I was tempted
ter crawl into ther tent an' go through ther sleepers. But there was somethin' about that boy that
told me I'd better not, so I didn't do it."
"That's all right, I know your feelin's putty
well," and Lang quietly poured out another drink
from the bottle.
Pete did the same, and as he saw what they
were -doing Butt promptly dropped his mop and
ambled over to them.
"Am I in on this round?" he asked, grinning
·
at them in an idiotic way.
"Sartin," retorted Puncher Pete, quickly. "You
have got a lot of nerve, but I kin see you're a
blamed fool, so there ain't nothin' surprisin'
about it."
"Everybody calls me a fool," was the smiling
repJy. "But what do I care, so long as nobody
don't hurt me."
"That's a good way ter look at it, ain't it,
I
Pete?" observed Lang.
The half-witted man took the proffered glass
and drained ,i,I;, smacking his lips as he finishe<l.
Then he agaiYi resumed his mopping of the floor.
Now then," resumed Lang, looking his companion squarely in the eyes, "we've both seen that
ther heathen Chinee what owns ther saddle has
got a thousand dollars, ain't we?"
"That's right," answered Puncher Pete, nc,dding his head.
"\Vell, we've got to git that money."
"Of course."
"Five hundred is to be mine, an' five hundred
will be yours."
"That's ther way ter divide it, I reckon."
"It seems to me as if a Chinaman what's a
servant for Young Wild West an' his crowd has
as much money as a thousand dollars with him,
that the rest of 'em oughter 11ave some money,
·
too."
'' Most likely they've got plenty of it," declared
Puncher Pete.
"Well, then it's for us to find a way ter clean
'em out. "
The two rose from the table, and Lang soo"\
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his legs could cany him to a rear room of the
shanty saloon.
He returned quickly with a rather dirty piece
of newspaper, which he handed to Hop in haste.
Hop spread the paper out and then laying the
CHAPTER V.-Hop Performs A Little Sleight- hundred dollar biµ upon it he proceeded to wrap
it carefully.
of-Hand.
"Now len," said Hop, "me likee havee um
•
Punch~r Pete and Lang had not been gone from packee of cards, so be."
"Here yer are, heathen," and the boss promptly
the "Palace" longer than five minutes when who
should come strolling leisurely up but Hop Wah, passed over a pack of cards that had not been
·
Young Wild West's Clever Chinee. The half- much used.
"You allee samee shuffle um cards, so be," the
witted fellow was working rather briskly now,
since there was nobody there to attract his at- Chinaman said, as he pushed the pack to the
tention. The proprietor sat in a chair near the half-witted fellow.
Butt promptly obeyed, showing himself very
end of the little bar reading a newspaper that
awkward at doing it.
must have been at least two weeks old.
"Now Jen," went on the clever magician, as he
"Velly nicee morning, so be," observed Hop,
as he walked inside and bowed to the boss, picked up the cards, "me puttee um cards allee
samee on um table. Len me showee you somepolitely.
"Who said it \\·asn't, heathen?" was the rather thling velly stlange."
He walked over to a table at the further end
gruff retort.
upon the
"VeIIv nicee morning, so be," repeated the of the big room and placed the packagain
and
center of it. Then he came back
Chinaman, this time bowing to Butt.
he had
"That's right, Mr. Chinee," was the reply. "It showing this small audience the hepaper
coolly drew
sartinly are a fine momin'. But say! Ain't wrapped the hundred dollar in,
revolve r he always
you ther fellow what had ther thousand dollars forth the big, old-fashioned
carried. When the two saw him rolling the
in here a little while ago?" ·
at him
"Lat light. He allee samee gottee um money paper and bill into a big taper they looked
the taper
light here," and he tapped a portion of his cloth- in wonder. But when he finally thrust
into the muzzle of the revolver and pushed it
ing- where there was a pocket.
sight they hardly knew
Then it was that the proprietor jumped briskly down until it was out of
what to think of the proceeding.
to his feet.
"Me allee samee shootee at um packee cards.
"You likee havee lillee tanklefoot?" Hop in- Len you go over lere and you findee um bundled
quired, nodding to Butt.
dollee bill in um packee," he said to Butt.
"You bet," was the reply, while a broad smile
Butt looked at the proprietor appealingly. The
showed on his face.
fact was that his dull brain could not conceive
He dropped the mop he had been using to put the Chinaman's meaning.
the finishing touches to the floor, and made a
"I know," the sa'loonkeeper $aid with a nod.
bolt for the bar, at though it depended upon his . "You're a ~ort of trick feller, ain't yer, heathen?"
gettin there in a hurry.
"Me allee samee uni gleat Chinese magician,
"Hold on, there, Butt! What are yer tryin' so be," declared Hop, putting on an air of imter do, you fool?" cried the boss of the place. portance, and swelling out his chest.
"You come near upsettin' ther bar that time."
Satisfying himself that he had convinced his
"That's all right, boss," was the reply. "There's hearers to the truth of what he said, he now
plenty of !1ails around there house, an' if I had turned, and after cocking his revolver, aimed it
upset it it could easily be nailed fast again."
as well as he could, for Hop was not a very good •
With a smile that was "child-like a-1 blank," shot, at the pack of cards that lay upon the
Hop now drew forth the identical walle? that had table perhaps fifteen feet away. Then he pulled
been in the saddle bags when Puncher Pete stole the trigger. Bang! Ther e must have been a
the saddle from the camp on the mountainside. pretty good charge of powder in the weapon, for
He took the wad of bills from ,it and exposed the report was as loud as that of a shotgun.
them to the view of the proprietor and the half"Now len," said the clever Chinee, smiling
witted fellow. Finally he selected a hundred sweetly at the half-witted fellow, "you lookee in
dollar bill that looked to be quite new from the um packee of cards, and you allee samee findee
wad, and then put the rest away.
um hundled dollee bill. When you findee you
"You see lis hundled dollee bill, so be?" he keepee; me makee you um plasent."
asked butt.
"Thank yer, thank yer, Mr. Chinee!" cried the,
"Oh, yes," and this time Butt jumped up and delighted fellow, and then he hurried to the table.
.
It was not difficult for him to see that there
down like a pleased child.
"Allee light, Jen. Pletty soonee me allee samee was something about in the middle of the pack,
,givee you lis bundled dollee bill. We have um and as he lifted the cards up there lay the paper
apparently just the same as Hop had folded it
. .
dlinks first."
He then invited the. proprietor to join them, before he had gone through the performance of
which he was perfectly willing to . do, and after putting it into the revolver. Butt's hands tremthey had finished their refreshment Hop paid bled violently as he unfolded the paper and
walked slowly back to the proprietor, who had by
the bill.
"Now len," said he, looking around the room, this time come from behind the bar. It must
have been that Puncher Pete and Lang had heard
"me likee havee um piece of papee, so be."
"I'll git it for yer," and Butt ran as fast as the loud repo_1·t that came from the saloon, for

settled with the landlord. After this they passed
out o! the building.
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they ·were not Yery far away from it at the time.
It occurred to them that they had better go back
and see what the trouble was. They hurried
back. and came in just in time to see Butt looking
at the bill in silent admiration, while the proprietor was also looking with distended eyes.
Hop Wah stood a short distance away, smiling
blandly. When the two villains saw ·what Butt
was holding in his hand they looked amazed.
"What do yer think of that?" the boss asked,
nodding to them and shaking his head. "Young
Wild West's heathen has give Butt a present of a
hundred dollar bill. But yer oughter seen ther·
performance he went through afore he give it to
him, though."
Of course neither of the two men had a liking
for Hop, since he was in the employ of Young
Wild West.
"Velly nicee morning, so be," observed Hop,
smiling blandly at them. "Lat hundled dollee
bill was in um saddle bags, Misler Punchee Pete.
If you know lat maybe me 110 g:ivee to Misler
Butt."
"You shet up, heathen, or I'll take a notion
to kill yer on ther stop," came the sharp i-etort.
"Stop that, "spoke up the proprietor. "I reckon
this heathen's, all right, boys. Anyone as kin do
what he just done is sartinly somethin' out of
ther ordinary. Why, he took that bill and after
wrappin' it up in a piece of paper he shoved it
in a big revolver he's got, an' then he fired at the
pack of cards an' shot ther bill right in about ther
middle of ther pack. I reckon anyone as kin do
that ain't ter be looked down upon."
Hop walked quickly to the table and picked up
the ca1·ds and began shuffling them in a carele:;s
•
way.
"Link, do you mean ter tell me that what you
jest said is true?" demanded Lan,g, looking at
the proprietor.
,
"I sartinly mean every word of it," was the
retort.
"Well, I won't believe that unless I .see him
do it again."
"Allee light," spoke up Hop, quickly. "Me
showee you, and me allee samee puttee um bill
in um levolver with no paper '!round it. Me
wantee you watchee allee timee."
He_put the cards on the bar, and Puncher Pete
quickly picked them up and sorted them over to
see if they were all right. Satisfied that they
were, he put · them down again. Hop now took
hold of the bill, thoµgh Butt seemed reluctant to
let him take it from him.
"Lat allee light; you havee um bundled dollee
bill pletty soonee, so be," he said, assuringly.
Then ';he clever Chinee went through the perfo1·mance of rolling the bill into a taper and
forcing it into the muzzle of the revolver.
"Now, evelybody watchee," he said, as he raised the big gun and took aim.
Bang!
"Me allee samee shootee um bill in um packee
cards, so be," declared Hop, noddin,g and smiling
in his bland way.
Butt immediately ran to the table and brought
the pack of cards to them. But he did not let
anyone take them from him, and proceeded to sort
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them over. Nearly in the middle of the pack he
found the hundred dollar, bill, folded carefully.
"There!" he exclaimed, dancing up and down
in delight. "He did it again, Boss Lang."
Lang scratched his head and looked at Puncher
Pete in a puzzled way. But the cowboy, being a
very ignvrant fellow, had no means at hand to
enlighten him a bit.
"Ther heathen is a magician, that's all, boys,"
said Link, the proprietor, as though that settled
it to his full satisfaction.
"Well, whatever he is, he's mighty liberal to
give that fool a hundred dollar bill., I reckon.
What are yer goin' ter do with it, Butt?"
"I don't know," and the half-witted fellow
acted as though he was entirely at a loss.
"I'll change it for yer, an' then you kin treat
a couple of times."
·
"Al right," and Butt appeared to be perfectly
satisfi
with the arrangement.
The vi ain went over to a table and sat down
and proce ded to count out some money in gold
and silver. Hop watched him carefully and saw
that he counted out thirty-nine dollars. .
· "Ther~ yer are, Butt!" Lang called out. "You
give me ther bill, an' there's a hundred dollars
in change. You'll only have ter git it changed,
anyhow. Now then, take your money an' treat
us two or three rounds, do you hear?"
"All right, Boss Lang," was - the reply and
without takmg the trouble to count the money,
even if he was able to do so, Butt hurriedly placed
it in his pockets.
,
He was as ,good as his word, and treated them
four times. While Link had not watched the
villain as he counted the money to change the
bill, he evidently had his doubts about the halfwitted fellow receiving the correct change.
"Now then," said Lang, when he found that
Butt was not inclined to ask them to drink again,
"I s'pose it won't be no more than right for
to do ther honors. Put out ther pizen, Link."
Hop was included, of course, and as he accepted the invitation there was a peculiar twinkle
in his eyes that Lang, if he had taken notice,
would have considered rather strange. Tossing
the bill upon the table, he nodded to the proprietor and said:
.
"Link, I reckon yo.u 'll have ter chang-e that for
me. You might have done it for Butt, but I
thought as how I'd better change it."
The grin on .his face told plainly that he had
got the best of Butt.
"I reckon I've got enough change ter do it,
Lang," the boss answered, and he picked up the
bill.
But then it was that his face suddenly underwent a change.
"Why thi:; ain't no good," he declared.
"V/hat !" cried the villainous miner. "Ain't no
good! What do yer mean by that?"
"Why, one side of it has got an advertisement
of a clothing store in Santa Fe."
When he found that Ling had told the truth
Lang turneri to get hold of the Chinaman. But
Hop had been wise enough to take his departure
the moment the counterfeit was discovered. At
that momrnt he was walking briskly toward
Young Wila West's camp.

m"
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gan,g, Young Wild West, his pards, ther gals
an' the1· Chinamen, too," was the reply.
"How :ll'e yer goin' ter do that'/" asked the cowboy, not the least bit disturbed at the fiendish
·
Lang flew in a terrible range when he found assertion.
"Blow 't•m up with dynamite."
that the hundred dollar bill was a counterfeit,
"That m.ght work, but how are yer goin' ter
and that the Chinaman had been the means of
fleec·ng him. He ran outside and was just in · manage ter do it?''
"Git 'em all in this shanty, an' then it will
time t .) see Hop disappear around the corner of
a sh.anty in the distance. He came back, and be easy enough."
"Yes, but how are yer goin' ier git 'em here?"
after he.Jiaci stormed for a while, declaring that
"Well, it struck me all of a sudden while he
he would kill the Chinaman on sight, he calmed
<lowP a little and fell into a thinkin,g mood. Sud- was in ther Palace that it could be done easy.
denly his eyes brightened, and looking at Butt, I'll tell yer what my idea is."
"Go ahead," said Puncher Pete, looking at him
he exclaimed:
"I reckon I ain't goin' ter lose nothin', after earnestly.
"Well, this shanty ain't much of a buildin',
v.11. Come her an' give me that money I give ye1·
anyhow, as you kin see. I'll put it up as ther
in change for that bill."
dol"No, no," cried the half-witted man, who seem- prize in a shootin' match. I'll charge tentakes
ed to think that the money was his and that he lars a shoot at a target, an' ther winner
ther shanty, with ther understandin' that he's
should hold on to it.
he kin
"Give it to me, I say," thundered the miner, got ter live in it twenty-four hours afore Youn,g
have full claim ter it. It are most likE>ly
a s he pulled a revolver. ,
go in ther shootin' match; since
But Butt eluded him. He suddenly darted out- Wild Westterwill
be anxious to show what he kin do
side and ran as though for his life. Whether he seems line.
He'll win ther prize, of course.
it was by chance or not, Butt followed in the in that
likely he'll take possession of
most
are
it
Then
direction Hop had taken, Lang after him in hot ther shanty, an' stay
here while they're in town ."
pur~uit. Puncher Pete joined iri the race, too,
"I see," and the cowboy gave a nod of apand Link, the proprietor of the saloon, stepped
nutside to watch the result. But when he saw . proval. "You have got a great head on you,
that Butt was outdistancing his pui·suers he gave- pard."
"Well, I don't know about that, but when that
a nod of satisfaction. Then he laughed lightly
in my mind I felt sartin that it
and waited to see what would happen. He saw thing come
Now you jest help me with this
Butt di P.appear from view, and then a f ew sec- would woi-k.
an' we'll fix it up mighty quick. When
onds later Lang came to a halt. When he was business,
I'll go over to ther Palace an' !'ii
joined by Puncher Pete the two r emained stand- noon comes
give to out there that I'm satisfied that everying for a minute or t\>:o, and then they came body
is ag'in me, jest 'cause I stuck up for yon.
slowly back toward the saloon .
I'll tell 'em all that I mean ter leave Slam Bang,
1
' \Vhat's ther matter, boys?" Link asked as
an' that I'm willin'. ter dispose of my shanty for
th'ough he was surprised to see them give up a small amount of money. Then I'll sug,gest that
the ch;:,.se so soon.
I put it up for a prize in a shootin' match. Maybe
"Well, that fool seemed to have a little sense you've een enough ter think that ther most of
for once in his life, for he's gone straight for ther miners here don't like me very much, an'
Young Wild West's camp. You ·don't s'pose I that means that they'll all most likely chip in
wan t_ ter go there an' demand ther money, do ten dollars for a share, jest for ther sake of
yer?"
gettin' rid oi me. I'm satisfied it'll work. What
"Well, if I was you I'd let Young Wild West do you think about it, Pete?"
alone, " declared Link, as he turned and walked
"It seems ter me it ou,ghter," was the reply.
behind his little bar. "I reckon he's a mighty
"All right, that's what we'll do then. We'll
dangerous boy ter fool with. You ou,gh'ter know fix it so ther shootin' match kin be held when
that, anynow," and he shot a glance at the cow- ther miners quit work at six o'clock. But come
boy.
outside hei·e an' I'll show yer somethin' else."
"I know all about it," was the retort. "Don't
The two went outside, and pointing to the limb
you mind about me. Jest 'caused the boy goi of a tree that hung directly over the roof of the
ther best c>f me this mornin' don't say that f shanty, Lang went on to say:
can't git square, yer know."
"We'll put a rope over that limb an' tie ther
"All right, you know your own business, I end of it to a bunch of dynamite sticks-ther kind
what will go off ther minute they drop upon
s'pose."
Lang seemed to be quite cool now. After they anything, yel· know. Then ther bunch kin be held
had had a couple of drinks in the saloon Lang up so it won't be noticed. Ther rope kin be slid
invited Puncher Pete to go with him to his shanty up, an' tied somewher in there among the rocks.
which was located at the extreme end of the If Young ,vild West an' his friends should choose
camp and not very far from the spot which ter come here in ther shanty, providin' ther
Young Wild West had selected for his camping boy ·wins it in ther shootin' match, one of us kin
be layin' off amon,g ther rocks an' cut ther rope,
place.
"Well, pard, what do yer mean to do?" asked so ther dynamite wiU drop right through ther
Puncher Pete, as he looked at the smiling face hole in ther roof to ther floor of ther shanty.
<>f his companion, as they sat down at a rickety When it strikes it will be a very loud noise an '
ther whole business of 'em wil be blown into small
~Jle in the shanty.
"I mean tc1· kill ther whole bunch of that pieces. The,n all we'll have ter do is ter rush
CHAPTER VI.-Lang Arranges for a Shooting
Match.
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in an' gather up what money we kin git hold of
an' light out. Of course we'll have our hornes
already for us. By ther time anyone gits here
we'll be out of sight, an' then no one will know
:M:.h at caused t.her explosion. Of course it must
be understood that we've left ther camp some
time afore that, yer know."
"I understand," and the villainous cowboy
nodded approvingly.
Still, the whole thing seemed to be rather vague
t o him, since he was not quick to catch on to
things. He asked his friend several questions,
and after a while it was all quite plain to him.
"I'll tell you what we'll do," said Lang. "We'll
rig that dynamite business right now. It will
take some little time, an' by t her time we git
it fixed je t right it will be so near noon that
there won't be no fun in it."
"All right," was the reply. "I'll help you all
I kin, you k in bet."
Leading the way inside, Lang took a coil of
flexible rope from a nail and said:
"This here is a Mexican lariat. It's a mighty
fine one, too, an' it's extra long. I reckon that
will do ter tie ther bunch of dynamite sticks
to, Pete."
"It sartinly will," was the reply.
"Well, you climb up that tree an' put ther rope
over that limb. Then I'll tie a stone to ther
end of it an' we'll rig it so it will drop right
through ther hole up there. After we've done
that we'll tie ther dynamite. to it an' then haul
it up among ther leaves out of sight."
"AH right," was the reply, and taking the end
of the lariat, Pete promptly went outside and
climbed the tree. He crept out upon the limb that
hung ove1 ihe shanty and placed it in the right
position, taking care to get it outside of a small
branch, so it could not vary any when it was
raised or lowered. The hole in the roof was not
more than a foot square, but Lang enlarged it
a little, and then placed a rotten piece of muslin
over it, as though to shut out the rain. He
stripped the muslin so that the least pressure
upon it would tear it apart. Then he tied a
stone to the end of the rope, and when the cowboy had descended the tree he told him to raise
and lower it. This was done, and it was soon
fixed so it would surely drop th1·ough the opening
if it were let go suddenly. The next thing in
order was to tie the dynamite sticks, so Lang
climbed upon the roof and after removing the
stone he called for his companion to hand him
up the dynamite, which he had already taken
from a hole not far from the shanty.
"We've got ter handle this stuff mighty careful like, I reckon," he said, shaking his head.
"It wouldn't be very nice if it was ter happen
to go off now, would it?"
"I reckon not," was the reply.
"Well, I 've handled it afore, so I rather guess
I won't make no mistake."
In a few minutes he had it tied carefully, and
then he bade Puncher Pete to go around and
his was done, and
draw slowly upon the rope.
soon the bunch of explesive sticks was ha"uled
up close to the limb. A sharp pair of eyes might
l1ave detected it there, and they might also have
noticed the rope, but the villains figured that no
one would be thinkinir about lookin1r un in the
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tree, so they thought that it would be all right.
The end of the rope was tied behind a clump of
rocks a short di stance from the shanty, and
having surveyed their work, the two nodded with
satisfaction and declared that the scheme was
bound to succeed. Then they waited until a few
minutes before noon, and sauntered leisurely over
to the Palace. Pretty soon the miners were seen
returning from their work, and it was not long
before nearly half of them were gathered at the
saloon. Then it was that Lang announced that
he had decided to quit Slam Bang.
"Yer don't mean that, do you?" said Jerry
.
Ball, the mayor, looking at him in surprise.
"I reckon I do, Jerry," was the reply. "Why,
you ain't sorry for it, are yer?"
"Oh, no, Lang," was the quick reply. "But I
1·eckon your room is a whole lot better than your
company, anyhow."
"Then you'll be glad tel' it rid of me, I s'pose."
"Well, it don't make an awful lot of differe ce
ter me whether you go or whether you stay."
"vVell, I've made up my ·mind that I'm goin',
but afore I go I'd like ter git somethin' for ther
shanty I'm goin' ter leave here. I've talked it
over with my friend Puncher Pete an' he seems
ter think that it would be a .good idea ter put
it up as a prize in a shootin' match. There's
lot of yer !iere that kin shoot putty good with a
rifle, I'm sure."
"How much a chance, Lang?" asked one of the
miners, quickly.
"Well, ten dollars oughter be a fair price."
"All right; you kin put me down for a chance
right away."
"Me, too," called out another.
Then several more rushed up, all showing that
they were eager to take a chance on the shanty.
But there was a reason in this, for they felt
certain that having disposed of his shantv, the
villain surely would keep his word and lea~e the
·
minin camp.
"I'll take a chance, of course,"- said the mayor,
nodding his head. "But I don't feel as though I'll
stand any show of winnin' ther shanty. , Young
Wild West is here, boys."
He nodded in a significant way.
"Well, what's ther difference who wins it, anyhow?" another spoke up.
"That's right, that's right," went up from all
sides.
"I'll go over an' tell Young Wild West about
this thing," said the mayor, suddenly.
He was as good as his word, and it was not
long before he came back with Wild and his two
partners. Jerry had not been long in explaining matters to our friends, and seeing how eager
lie was to have them help take up the chance for
the shanty so Lang might get out of Slam Bang
for good and all, they readily agreed to go into
the shooting match. Hop had told thetn how he
had fleeced the villainous miner, for when Butt,
the half-witted fellow came to the camp right
after the clever Chinaman, Wild was rather mysAfter
tified, and demanded an explanation.
hearing the story he declared that Butt could
stay with them in the camp, so the vilains should
r.ot make him give up the money. Glad to do
this, the poor fellow was ever then at the camp.
"What about this shootin1r match. g-entlemen ?"
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our hero asked, as he joined the crowd which done that has all got shanties an' don't need
this one. They've got plenty of money, while
had now ,gathered near the bar of the Palace.
"Oh, I thou,ght you would have ter take a ther others what's here ain't so well fixed, yer
hand in ther game, Young Wild West," spoke up know."
"I understand that, Mr. Ball. Well, that will
Lang, shaking his head. "I wish you would
stay out of it, 'cause ther chances is now that give me an incentive to try and win, anyhow.
I won't git many ter go in. They all know If I find that there are more than one in need
you're ther Champion Deadshot, an' they'll feel of the shanty, I'll fix it up -so they can draw lots
that they won't stand no show ter win ther for it."
"Good! That shows what kind of a boy you
prize."
"Well, I'll keep out of it, then," was the reply. are, Young Wild West," and the mayor slapped
"I'm sure I don't want to stop anyone else from him heartily upon the back.
going in."
"No, no," cried out one of the miners. "We
want yer to go in. We don't care who wins
the1: blamed old shanty. We want ther excite- _ CHAPTER VIL-Hop Gets In A Funny Mood.
ment of ther thing. Besides, Lang is ,goin' ter
Our hero and his partners did not remain lon,g
quit Slam Bang. Whoopee! Hooray!"
Others urged him, so at last the boy consent- in the vicinity of the saloon. They knew the
ed. The result was that in a few minutes the1·tl noonday m~al would be ready for them when they
were eighteen entries, each man paying the money got back to the camp, so they soon wended their
over. When Lang found there was not likely way to it. But, the half-witted fellow, was still
to be any more he held up his hand for silence, there, and when he saw the· young deadshot and
his partne'l's returning he looked very anxious,
and then said: ·
"Now then, I'll go over to ther store an' have for he had been watching the preparations for
ther papers made out, so there'll be no mistake dinner with no little interest, and he probably
about it. But I'm goin' ter have it put down thought that he might be told to leave now
in black an' white that ther winner has got ter before he got a chance to eat anything.
"Am I goin' ter stay here, Young Wild West?''
occupy ther shanty twenty-four hours afore he
he asked.
kin call it his own."
"Well, if you want to keep the change Lang
"That's all right," came the cry. "I reckon
nobody wants ther shanty an awful lot, anyhow." gave you I .reckon you had better stay here until
"Well, if you're satisfied to this arrangement to-night," was the reply. "He's going away from
Slam Bang for good, and after he goes you
I'll go an' git ther papers made out."
Everybody was satisfied, so it seemed, and it will be all right."
"He's "'O.i n' away, eh?" and the man scratched
was not lon,g before Lang had the document
drawn up and duly signed by simself. He had his head and looked puzzled. "What's he goin'
already stipulated that the shooting match should ter do that for?"
"Well, I reckon he's come to the conclusion
take place shortly after six o'clock, so the excitement soon quieted down, and the miners that he is not wanted here."
"Who don't want him here?" Butt asked, still
busied themselves in preparing their dinners.
Everyone in the mining camp, including Young acting very much puzzled.
"Don't you know that he is not much liked by
Wild West and his friends, believed that Lang
really intended to leave for good and all, and the general run of the men here?"
"Maybe he ain't," and the half-witted fellow
that he simply wanted to get all he could for hi,;;
shanty before going. Wild asked which shanty appeared to be relieved. "I don't s'pose he's honit was, but after it was pointed out to him he est. But my, Young Wild West, ,am I ter git
did not take the trouble to go and make an ex- anything ter eat here?"
"You shall have all you want, Butt. How much
amination of it.
"There's one thing about this here business," money did Lang give you in change for the hun·
said Jerry Ball, the mayor of Slam Ban,g, "an' dred bill?"
"I don't know. I'll show it all ter yer, and
that is that ther boys all expect you ter win
ther prize, Young Wild West. That means that then yer kin see."
He pulled out the gold and silver, and when it
yer ain't ter make a miss of ther target, when
you shoot. We want you terhold up your repu- was counted over Wild gave a shake of his head.
"The scoundrel!" he exclaimed. "He thought
tation, do yer understand?"
"I always try to do that, Mr. Ball," was the he was cheating you, but it serves him right if
Hop did put a counterfeit bill on him."
reply. "I certainly shall do my best."
"Ther bill I had wasn't no counterfeit," de"Well, that means that you'll win, then. It
ain't skh a bad shanty, either, so if you're goin' clared Butt.
"Lat lig11t," spoke up Hop. "But me changee
te1· stay here a while, an' it should come on ter
um bills, so be. Me velly smartee Chinee."
rain you would find it mighty convenient."
But Butt was too dull to understand such
"That's so. Well, if I happen to be lucky
enough to be the winner I'll try and find the most things, and he looked more puzzled than ever.
deserving man in the town and make him a pres- However, he soon forgot all about it, for he was
called to dinner with the rest. He ate in a
ent of it when we leave here."
"Jest as you like, Young Wild West, jest as you . ravenous manner, and declared that it was the
like. I reckon there's some here what would be first squa1·e meal he had eaten in many months.
glad ter own ther shanty. But there ain't none Wing saw to it that he got plenty. He kept
of them kir.d as has chipped in thefr ten dollars forcing it upon him, until the poor fellow deto £0 in ther shootin' match. Them what has clared he could not even eat another mouthful.
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When he finally moved away and took a seat
upon a rock Hop strolled up to him and with a
Emile that was "Childlike and blank," offered him
a cigar. It happened that Cheyenne Charlie
was the only one of our friends who saw this,
and a broad. grin came over his face. The chances
are that Wild would not have permitted the
Chinaman to give the half-witted fellow a loaded
cigar, but Charlie thought it would be fun, since
it could do no more than frighten the man.
It was a cigar that contained gun-powder, for
Hop always carried such things about with him.
Butt quickly accepted the cigar, and Hop struck
a match for him to light it. Then he lighted one
himself, though his was not a loaded one, of
course.
"You're ther best lot of people I ever seen,"
declared Butt, as he puffed away at the cigar,
nodding to Hop.
"Lat allee light, Misler Butt," was the reply.
"I don't know what I'm goin' ter do with all
this money I've got," went on the poor fellow,
shaking his head, as though he felt sad about it.
"I never was good for nothin', an' I'm a fool, I
know, but I can't help that. I've been- knockin'
around ther minin' camps of ther West for two
or three years now, an' I've always been satisfied
ter git what I wanted ter eat and drink. I ain't
done much outside of odd jobs. I--"
Bang I The cigar exploded just then with a
loud noise, and uttering a yell Butt rolled upon
the ground, acting as though he had been shot.
Wild realized what had happened instantly.
"What have you been doing, Hop?" he demanded, i-ushing to the spot and taking the Chinaman
by the colfar. "What do you want to play such
tricks on a fellow like that for? Don't you know
that he isn't all there?"
"He allee Jere, Misler Wild " said the Chinaman, trying to wriggle out of the boy's grasp, and
pointing at the man . rolling upon the ground.
"Um cigar no hurtee him, so be."
"You know what I mean, Hop. I've a notion
to give you a good thrashing for this."
"Me velly solly, Misler Wild," declared the
Chinaman. "Me makee allee liht with Misler
Butt. Me velly goodee Chinee."
Wild saw that the rest were smiling, with the
exception of Charlie, who wa laughing outright.
He let go the Chinaman's collar and decided not
to do anything further. Stepping over to. the
frightened individual on the ground, he hfted
him to his feet and said:
"You're all right, Butt. Hop has simply played
a trick on you, that's all. You know he is a
magician."
"Who shot at me?" asked the half-witted fellow, his eyes very big and his shoulders tremb,
ling slightly.
"Nobody shot at you. The cigar Hop gave
you had some powder in it, that's all."
"Oh!" and Butt appeared to be very much relieved.
If he could not understand everything he did
understand what that meant. If the cigar had
powder in it the fire of course must have set the
powder off. That was easy. He looked upon the
,ground and found a small portion of the cigar,
and picking it up he held :it toward Hop and
1aid, innocently:
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"What did you put powder in that for?"
"Me puttee um powder in -um cigar for fun,
so be," was the reply.
"Oh," and Butt appeared to be satisfied.
"Here, I'll give you a good one," spoke up the
young deadshot, handing him a cigar. "Go ahead,
you can enjoy this one, if you like to smoke."
"Is there powder in it?" asked Butt, innocently.
"No, I will guarantee you there is not. This
cigar is all right."
"Thank yer, thank yer, Young Wild West."
The next minute Butt was puffing away at
the cigar as though nothing had happened.
"Now then, Hop," said Wild, turning to the
clever Chinee, "if you play another trick on this
fellow I shall certainly deal harshly with you. I
mean what I say."
"Allee light, Misler Wild. Me be velly goodee
Chinee."
"Well, see that you do."
Hop happened to look toward his brother just
then, and when he found him showing evidences
of great delight he decided to make him laugh
"on the other side of the face," so to speak.
Wing always delighted in listening to Wild lecture Hop. It was very seldom that a word of
fault was found with him, but his brother was
continually getting into trouble, it seemed.
. "Whattee makee my blother laugh so much?"
Hop asked, walking up to him and sitting down
near the spot where the cook was engaged in
cleaning up the remains of the noonday mean.
"Velly funny," replied Wing, and then he
la~hed louder than ever.
"Me allee samee blowee Misler Butt uppee
velly muchee quickee, so be," resumed Hop.
"Me no laughee at lat, my blother," was the
reply.
"What you laughee at, Jen?"
"Me laughee at you. Misler Wild allee samee
makee you Yelly muchee 'flaid, so be."
"Me no gittee 'flaid," declared Hop, shaking
his head.
"Lat albe light. Misler Wild makee you 'flaid,
allee samee.''
Hop did not say anything to this, but as the
cook went on with his work he reached over
slyly and dropped some whitish powder into the
pan Wing was washing the tin plates and cups
in. Having gathered up a few plates and cups,
Wing thrust them into the pan to wash them.
Then it was that a cry of alarm came from hi3
lips, and he started to his feet. The water in
the pan had turned a blood red. This was due
to the chemicals the powder contained, though
no one save the clever Chinee knew what had
caused the tran sformation.
"Whatee ma ttee ?" a sked Wing, looking at his
~
brother in cii smay.
• " Me no see a nythling um mattee," was the retort.
"Me cuttee my finger, maybe," and Win.g pointed at the r ed wa ter in the pan and then looked
at his hands carefully.
"My blother al!ee samee foolee," declared Hop,
acting as though disgusted with him.
"You no see blood in um pan?" a sked Win13,
f xcitedly.
"ll-Ie see whater," was the reply.
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Lang scowled at this, but he dared not hurt
The amazed cook rubbed his eyes, as though
he felt that he could not see good with them. the Chinaman, as he knew, so he swallowed his
But there it was, just as red as blood. Chey- wrath and said no more. It was not long before
enne Charlie overheard something that was pass- the men all went away with the exception of
ing between them, so he walked up just then. the two villains. Then Hop politely invited them
When he saw the red liquid in the pan he, too, to have a drink with him. Lang and Puncher
Pete accepted the invitation, and then the latter
was surprised.
"What are yer doin' here, anyhow?" he asked, looked at the Chinaman and said:
"Do you ever chuck dice for money, heathen?"
looking at Wing. "Yer look as though you have
Hop nodded in the affirmative.
a whole lot 9f blood in that pan."
.
"All right, let's chuck now."
"Velly stlange," declared Hop, rising to his
Hop again nodded, and Link promptly put out
feet and moving away.
"Oh!" exclaimed the scout. "I see now. You the dice cup. The clever Ghinee smiled blandly
think it's very strange, do yer, you foolish and produced a hundred dollar bill that wa.:1
heathen. You've been playin' a trick on your genuine.
"Me bettee you um hundled dollee lat me
brother, ain't yer?"
But Hop kept on walking away. Then the beatee you," he said.
"1'11 take that," spoke up Lang, and then he
scout kicked over the pan, sending the colored
water, plates and other things flying in every brought forth the counterfeit bill and laid it
upon the bar.
direction.
"Allee light," answered Hop, just as though he
"Wlng, you're a fool," he said. "Don't you
know that that brother of yours has ..been playin' had no idea that the money was not all right.
The two bills being deposited upon the bar,
a trick on yer?"
picked up the dice cup, rattled the cubes
Hop
0
declared
fool,"
muche
Hop allee samee velly
it, and then rolled them out.
within
.now.
flash
a
Wing, as it came to him like
"Three sixes, by jingo!" exclaimed Puncher
"Well, I think it's you who's ther fool. You ·
,,
Pete.
ou!f.hter know him by this time, I reckon."
"Lat allee same eighteen, so be," declared Hop,
'Me allee samee velly smartee Chinee," came
he quietly cha11ged the dice for three
from behind a pile of rocks a short distance and then had
concealed all the time in his left
sway. "My blother allee samee velly muchee more heLang
threw and got but seven. Then
fool Chinee. Misler Charlie allee samee velly band. quickly picked
up the two bills. He exHop
muchee fool, too."
amined them closely, and then laid them back
"Wow!" exclaimed Charlie, getting angry in- upon
the bar.
stantly.
"Lat allee samee velly goodee money," he deThen he made a rush for the spot where the clared.
voice came from, but when he got there behind
"Blamed if it ain't!" exclaimed Link, as he
the rocks Hop had disappeared.
a look. "Why, that bill ain't no countertook
"Hip hi!" came a voice a few ·yards distant. feit, Lang; neither of 'em ain't, for that matter."
You no
"Whattee mattee, Misler Charlie?
No one seemed to realize that the Chinaman
, catchee me."
have changed the bills, for the two upon
must
"I won't, er?" was the retort, and then an ex- the bar were certainly genuine.
cited race took place.
"I wish I hadn't chucked now," declared the
But try as he might the scout could not catch miner, shak:ng his head.
five
spent
had
he
When
the elusive Chinaman.
"Allee light, me givee you um money back so
minutes at it he gave up the chase in disgust. be," Hop said, ,good-naturedly.
'
declared,
he
"Just wait till I git hold of you,"
Then he picked up the bills and appeared to
as he sat down.
hand one of them to the man. But it was the
"What do you want to pay any attention · to counterfeit bill that he passed to him, just the
him for, Charlie?" Anna asked. "You know he same, and when Lang examined it he was more
always gets the best of you."
su1·prised than ever.
"Jest wait till I git him, that's all," was the
"Heathen, I believe you're a witch," he de·
reply.
clared.
But Hop was near · enough to hear this, and
"Me allee samee velly smartee Chinee, so be,"
]1e saw to it that the scout did not catch him. was the reply.
Thinking that it would now be a _good time to
pay another visit to the Palace, he quietly walked
away and made for that place. When he got
Cff~PTER VIII.-Arietta and th~ Dynamite.
there he found quite a large crowd present, for
the miners had not yet returned to their work.
After a while Hop ventured to go back to the
Among them were Lang and Puncher Pete.
"Hello, heathen!" the former called out. camp. Cheyenne Charlie had cooled down by this
"You're jest ther .galoot I want ter see. I want time, so nothing was said by him. The clever
Chinee told how he had fooled the two villains
yer to take a chance in my shootin' match."
"Me no shootee," declared Hop, taking care and there was a smile all around. But it wa;
rather dull there, so after a while Hop looked at.
to keep a safe · distance from the villain.
"Well, that don't make no difference. Yer kin the scout and said:
"Misler Charlie, we allee samee takee lillea
chip in ten dollars jest ter help me along, can't
walkee, so be."
,
)'er? , ;
"What for, heathen?" was t e reply, as Charlie
"You no wantee ten dollee. You allee samee
·
frowned a little.
a:ottee bundled dollee bill."
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"Maybe you wantee see um shanty whattee and was quite a disianc • from the claims that
were being worked by tne miners, it was . not
Lang havee um shootee match for."
"Well, blamed if I wouldn't like ter have a strange that it should be rather lonely there.
look at it, come ter think of it," the scout de- Hop came forward and tried the door. It was
clared. "Come on, Hop, I reckon I'll go with not fastened, so he pushed it open and looke<'.,
inside. The furniture in the building was rather
yer."
Just how it was that Charlie agreed to the meagre. There was really nothing there but a
proposition so readily is hard to tell, but no rickety table, a rude bed, some cooking utensils,
doubt it was tiresome hanging around the camp and a solitary stool.
"Lt ain't got much in ther way of a roof, l
with nothing to do. Wild and Jim were busy
fixing up -their saddles and bridles, and the girls reckon,'' oiJserved the scout, a s he looked up at
were mending different articles of clothing. They the hole tnat had been covered by the jagged
always did such thin.gs when they were in camp piece of muslin. "I s'pose that's meant ter let
in air."
with nothing else to do.
"Well, it does that all right," Wild answered,
"I'll jest take ther heathen around a little,
Wild," the scout said, as he started to leave. "and I rather fancy it lets in the rain, too."
"I wonder what ther ,galoot put sich a piece
'Maybe we'll run afoul of Puncher Pete an' his
pard. If we do I'll give 'em a chance ter show of rag across ther hole as that for, anyhow?"
the scout went on, as he looked above curiously.
what they're made of."
"All right, Charlie," was the reply, "but don't "That's a putty way to fix a hole in a roof, I
go to picking a row with them. I am satisfied reckon."
The more he looked at it the more anxious he
that Puncher Pete is anxious to be revenged
upon me before he leaves Slam Bang. But it may felt to fin.:'! out just what it was used fo r . He
be that he will let it go as it is. I have an soon pushed the rickety table under the opening,
and then placing the stool upon it, he mounted
idea that he intends going with Lang."
"Most likely, for them two galoots has become to the top and found that his head nearly touched
the tattered muslin.
as thick as flees."
"I kin see right up to ther sky, " he said, as he
Hop walked away with the scout, and soon
they wexe making their way along the edge of pushed the muslin apart and looked upward.
Then it was that he gave a start. Directly
the valley.
"There ain't no u se of lettin' Lang see us go above he saw some 1·ound sticks tied ·with a
over there, Hop," said Charlie, as they walked rope close to the overhanging limb of the tree.
"Great gimlets!" he exclaimed, as he leaped
along. "We'll take a look at ther shanty unknown
to the floor. "There's somethin' u_p there."
.
to anyone."
"Something up where?" Wild asked, looking as"Lat light, Misler Charlie," was the reply. ·
tonished.
"We findee outtee allee 'boutee, so be."
"There's somethin' tied to ther limb of ther
The two had not been gone more than five
minutes when Aritta threw down her work, and tree right over ther roof of ther shanty."
Arietta was the first to rush outside. She
walking over to the young deadshot, said:
"Wild, suppose we take a walk and have . a went on around until she got a good view of the
dynamite. When she quickly discerned the rope
look at the shanty, too."
"V\Tell, if you say so we will Et," was the that ran along the li-mb to the trunk of the tree.
reply. "But I hardly think it is worth looking Without saying a word she ran on and found
where the end was fastened.
at."
"This is some sort of trap," she exclaimed. "I
"Well, you ought to think something about it.
You stand a pretty good show of winning it, I wonder if that was intended for us."
While the girl did not know that the bunc\
guess."
"If I don't win it, it won't be my fault," and tied to the end of the rope was dynamite, she
the boy shook his head to show that he meant had a suspicion that it might be. She had seen
it. "But not because I am anxious to get pos- dynamite in all its forms, for she had been at
session of tM shanty, though. You know what so many different mining camps that it was a
common thing to her.
I intend to do with it."
"What do you make out of it, Et?" Wild asked,
"Oh, yes, you certainly don't want any old
looking at her as she came running back.
shanty in a place like this. But come on."
"Well, Wild," said Arietta, her eyes growing
"You had 'better keep a watch about you if
you go," spoke up Jim Dart. Puncher Pete will with excitement, "it looks to me as though a
most likely follow you up, if he happens to see trap had been set for somebody. Perhaps for
us."
you."
"A trap, eh, Et? What makes you think that?"
"That's all right," was the reply. "Let him
"Well, . just come over here and take a look
do it if he wants to."
Wild and Arietta started in a direct line for at that bundle that is tied directly above the
the shanty, so they l'eached it just as Charlie roof of the shanty."
They soon reached a spot from which they
and Hop came out of the woods off to the right.
"What are- you two doing here?" the scout could see quite plainly.
"Wild, those are sticks of dynamite," said the
asked, in surprise.
"Nothing much," Wild answered, with a laugh. girl.
"By jingo!" the young deadshot exclaimed.
t said she would like to come over here, so
"Et, I believe you are right."
I came with her, that's all."
Charlie and Hop now came up, and they quickly
There was no one to be seen about the spot,
and as the shanty was what might be called the declared the same thing when they got a good
last one in the mining camp in that direction, look.
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"Do yer know one thing, Wild," said the scout,
raising his forefinger impressively, "Puncher
Pete an' Lang has put up a job ter blow us up.
They think that you'll surely win ther shanty
in ther shootin' match, an' that we'll come here
an' take possession. Then if we done that they
would go around an' cut that rope an' let that
dynamite drop downthrough ther roof. Great
gimlets! Jest think of what would happen if
they done it!"
"You may be right in what you think, Charlie,"
was the reply. "But it seems a queer sort of
game they are playing, if that's the case. Now
we will see whether that is dynamite or not. You
just .go over there and untie the rope and let
that bunch come down. I'll climb on the roof and
get it."
"Right yer are, Wild," and the scout hurried
away from the building.
Wild had no difficulty in getting upon the roof,
for there was another tree at the rear of the
shanty. It was what is called a pitch-roof, and
the boy crawled nearly to the ridge, and then
waited. Pretty soon the bunch of dynamite sticks
began to lower slowly toward him. When it was
within a few feet of him the young deadshot
saw that Arietta had not been mistaken. There
were as many as a dozen dynamite sticks, each
one of them being quite powerful enough to blow
the shanty into atoms I Wild's face paled as he
thought of the terrible consequences if such a
thing had happened, should they be in the shanty
at the time. But as coolly as though it amounted
to little or nothing at a ll, he caught the rope as
it came down and> quickly severed it, taking the
dynamite in his hand.
"Here you go, Charlie," he said, as he got down
to the edge of the roof. "Be· very careful how
you handle this stuff. You know what it is, I
reckon."
The scout gave a nod, and then reached up
and took the bunch of dangerous explosive, handling it as though it were a dozen eggs that he
The young deadshot quickly
prized highly.
dropped to the ground.
"I don't know just what Puncher Pete an<l
Lang intended to do," he said, shaking his head,
"but I reckon they surely meant to blow up this
shanty. Whether they intend!!d to do it while
we were inside or not, I can't say. It may be
that after the shanty had been won by someone
in the shooting match, Lang wants to destroy
it, just .to spoil the winner's chances of making
use of it. But anyhow, this dynamite is a dangerous thing to have lying around he1·e."
"I'll tell you what to do, Wild," spoke up
Arietta, her eyes brightening. "We'll substitute
a bunch of sticks for it, and make them ,think
that the dynamite is there yet."
"A good idea, Et!" was the reply. "You have
got a great l}ead on you, all right. You even
know how to handle a bunch of dynamite."
The suggestion being made, it was easy for
them to fashion up a number of sticks from the
branches that lay on. the ground under the trees
near at hand. Having got enough to make just
about the rnme bulk, Wild again ascended to the
roof of the shanty, and in a very few minutes
he had tied them to the end of the rope. Then
Arietta ran around behind the rocks, and soon
pulled upon the rope until the bunch of sticks

was close to the limb of the tree again. When
she came back and looked at the dangerous explosive, which was lying on the ground, where it
had been placed by the scout, she said:
"I think we had better take that somewhere
and bury it."
"Just what I was thinking, Et," the young
deadshot retorted. "Charlie, just see if there i:1
a shovel inside the shanty.
The scout gave a nod and quickly went inside.
He found just what he wanted, and a few minutes
later he was leading the way among the rocks
to find a suitable place to bury the dynamite.
In a very short time they came to . a stream of
running water, and when he saw this, Wild gave
a nod of satisfaction and observed:
"There's the place to put the dynamite. The
brook runs underground over there through that
crevice.
"That's it, Wild!" exclaimed the scout. "I
reckon I won't have to dig no hole, after all."
He waded across the brook and soon came to
the crevice, which was amply wide enough to
permit the bundle of explosive sticks to go
through. With his knife he cut the cord that
held them together, and then, one at a time, he
allowed the sticks to go through until all had
been lost to view.
"I reckon that will wind up that dynamite,
anyhow," he declared, as he arose and joined his
waiting companion s. "There ain't no tellin' jest
where them sticks will go ter, but I 1·eckon ther
water will soak 'em up putty well so there won't
be no dan,ger of 'em explodin'."
Wild gave a nod of satisfaction.
"This is a sort of puzzle to me, and I shall
make it my business to find out what the villains
meant by rigging that trap. If they have not
seen us fooling around here they will never know
but that it is the dynamite that still hangs over
the shanty. If I do happen to win the shooting
match we will move up here directly after it.
Then all we'll have to do is to keep a watch for
Puncher Pete and Lang. I reckon it won't take
us very long to find out what their game is."
"That's it, Wild?" exclaimed Arietta. "I anv
going to take a hand in the watching, too. I
happened to be the one to guess that it was
dynamite, you know."
- "All·right, Et," was the reply. "You shall have
your way about it. I am very glad you suggested that we should walk over here."
"Well, I am sure I would never have thought
about it if Hop had not spoken about it to Charlie," the girl replied, shaking her head and looking at the Chinaman.
"Me velly smartee Chinee," observed Hop, just
as though he had known it was necessary for
someone to come there -and make an examination
of the surroundings.
Satisfied that everything was all right, the
four walked away from the spot and were not
long in returning to the camp. They saw nothing
of either Puncher Pete or Lang on the way back,
though they did not know but that they might
be somewhere watching them, just the same. As
soon as they reached the camp Wild decided to
go over to the Palace and find out if they had
been away from there. The two villains were
in the bar r oom sitting at a table and were more
than half intoxicated. They were playing carda
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and had a bottle and a couple of glasses on the
table before them. Of course they looked up
when the boy entered, and when they saw who it
was they exchanged glances, but said nothing.
Wild noticed all this, and so did Cheyenne
Charlie, who had come with them. Th& young
deadshot bought some cigars, to make it appear that he had come there for that purpose.
Then as he paid for them he leaned over and
whispered to Link, the _proprietor:
"I want to ask you a question, and I want you
to tell me the truth, too."
"What is it, Young Wild West?" asked Link,
his face paling slightly. "I'm sure I've got no
intention of !yin' ter yer about anything. That
ain't my way, yer know."
"Well, what I want to know is, how long have
Puncher Pete and Lang been here this afternoon?"
'
"They ain't been away from here since ther
arrangements was made for ther shootin' match,"
was the reply.
"Are you sure of that?"
"Sartin of it,· Young Wild West," and Link
£hook his head in a decisive way.
"All right, then. That's all I want to know."
"Is anything wrong?" the proprietor asked,
anxiously.
"Well, I reckon there is not much wrong. I
thought they might have been prying about our
camp, that's all."
"Oh," and Link appeared to be relieved. "Well,
I'll give yer my solemn word that what I've
told yer is ther truth, Young Wild West. They've
been here ever since they come here at noontime. They've been doin' quite a lot of .drinkin'
since then, an' I reckon if they keep on they'll
both be loaded up so they won't be able ter
move by ther time ther shootin' match is ready
ter take place. Lang is spending some of that
money he got for ther ' chances, an' of course it's
for me ter git all of it I kin. That's what I'm
here for."
"Oh, yes, that's all right, boss. Let him spend
it."
"I ain't heard either of 'em say a word about
you, either," went on Link, shaking his head.
"I know that Puncher Pete is a whole lot down
on you; yet I ain't heard him say a word." ·
"I suppose he is ,going to leave Slam Bang
with his partner?"
"I ain't even heard him say that. But I
s'pose so, since they've got awful thick since
they met."
Satisfied that the man had spoken the truth,
Wild left the Palace, followed by the scout. As
might be supposed, Jim Dart and Anna and
Eloise had been greatly surprised when they
heard of the dynamite affair. They had been
talking it over during the absence of Wild and
the scou';, and when they got back the subject
was renewed.
·
"I am now more determined than ever to win
the shooting match," said our hero, shaking his
head, "and as soon as the prize is turned over
to me we will break camp here and go to the
shanty. While it won't be necessary for us to
sleep in there to-night, we will give out the impression that we mean to. Then let Puncher
Pete and Lang come around and try to explode
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their dynamite. I reckon they'll be t,Yo badly
surprised villains."
· "I sorter reckon they will," the scout added a
grim smile showing on his face.
The afternoon slipped away, and shortly before six our friend s ate their supper and were
ready for the shooting match.

CHAPTER IX.-The Shooting Match.
Puncher Pete and his friends Lang were in
quite a hilarious condition when the time came
for the shooting match to t ake place. They
imbibed freely of liquor during the afternoon, and
it seemed to have put them in a good humor.
Few of the miners went to their shanties or
tents to get anything to eat before the shooting
match, since they appeared to be very much excited. But this was more due to the fact that
Lang was to,Ieave Slam Bang, and they no doubt
wanted to see him go. When the eighteen contestants had assembled, Jerry Ball, the mayor,
told Lang that they were going ahead with the
shooting.
"All right," was the reply. "You know that
everything is all 1·ight. Ther winner is ter git
ther paper from ther storekeeper of ther shanty,
providin' he occupies it for twenty-four hours
right after winnin' it."
.
"That part of it is all r ight," the mayor answered. "But I thought as how you might want
ter tell how far away ther target should be."
"That don't make no difference ter me, Jerry.
You kin see to that, I reckon."
"Vlell, I'm one as is goin' ter shoot, so I'.
hadn't oughter have anything ter say about that."
"Well, ,git somebody else, then."
"All right, if you're satis(ied."
"I'm jest that much satisfied that I'm goin'
ter light out of this here town ther minute ther
shootin' match is over."
"Is your friend, Puncher Pete, goin' with yer?"
queried the mayor.
"Sartin he is. You don't s'pose I'd leave him
here, do yer? Why, he wouldn't be safe. Young
Wild West is down on him, an' that means that
about everybody else is, too, I reckon."
·"I d'5n't believe Young Wild West would ever
bother ther galoot," declared Jerry Ball, shaking
his head. "You know as well as I do that he
only give him what he was deservin' of."
"Well, never mind talkin' about that," said the
villainous miner, doggedly. "Go ahead with your
shootin' match."
The mayor went outside and found the crowd
anxiously waiting for the proceedings to go ahead.
Hop Wah was there, of course, and when Ball
announced that Lang did not care how the shoot·i ng was done, or how far the target was away,
he stepped forward, smiling blandly.
"Me fixee um target, so be," he said, bowing
right and left to the miners.
"Well, I reckon you kin fix it as well as any~
body else," the mayor declared. "Go ahead."
Hop had seen a great inany shooting matches
since he had been traveling with Young Wild
We!,t. All he had seen had been won by the
youn,g deadshot, too, so he had no doubt but that
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this one woul<;l. He hurried ·around to the rear tenth man stepped up. '1hen there were three
of the Palace Saloon and was not long in find- ii: the tie. Ii happened that Wild was the eleventh
ing several bottles and a small cask that had to shoot, so wlien he smashed the bottle a cheer
once contained liquor of some sort. Calling upon went up. Charlie and Jim followed him, each
a couple of the miners to assist him, he carried doing the same, and that made six in the tie.
the bottles and little cask about a hundred yards The rest ii.red, and though some of them hit the
straight back from the Palace, to a big tree that cask, no one hit the bottle.
To break up the tie it was agreed upon to spin
stood alone. Close behind the tree was a very
steep ban~<, and Hop knew quite well that no the cask and shoot at the bottle. With the cask
stray bullets that got post the tree could pos- whirling around the protruding bottle made a
sibly hurt anyone, since they would simply lodge circular streak, and really it was not such a
in the bank. With a rope, the clever Chinee difficult shot, after all. Wild was confident that
suspended the cask from a limb of the free, so he could break the bottle easily, but did not say
t hat it was about five feet from the ground. It so. The three who had tied before each had a
was a great idea that Hop had about the target, try and missed. Then it came Wild's turn. Hop
and though he was not quite sure it would be started the cask whirling around, and then stepsatisfactory to the contestants, he was going to ped back out of the way, as he had done on each
occasion. Wild's Winchester went to his shoul·
try it, anyhow.
der, and taking a quick aim he pressed the trigposisatisfactory
a
in
cask
the
After ,getting
Cran,g ! The bottle was smashed into fragger.
the
tion, he took one of the bottles and pushed
There was a silence for the space of a
ments.
neck of it through the bung-hole. It fitted quite
and then a roar of applause went up.
nicely, and with a smile that was "child-like and second,
Hop put another bottle in position, and then
bland," Hop gave the cask a spin around.
the cask a whirl again. Charlie fired and
"Lat allee light," he said, to those who had been gave
sure enough. He was roundly applaudea,
watchin)1' him closely. "Evelybody shootee at um hit it,
and when Jim stepped up and did the same,
bottle when it go 'lound velly muchee fast, so . too,
Young Wild West and his partners we1·e declared
be."
boss deadshots of the universe by the
"What's that, heathen?" cried one of the con- to be the and
miners.
testants, looking amazed. "Yer don't mean ter surprisedthen, delighted
how are yer goin' ter settle as to
"Now
say that you think anyone kin hit that bottle which
of yer has won ther shanty?" the mayor
while ·it'§. spinnin' around like that!"
our hero.
"Lat velly 'nicee target, so be," the Chinaman asked, addressing
"Well, I don't know as that makes much difanswered, innocently.
whether we settle it or not," was the
"I should reckon it was. But say! don't go ference
suppose if we are willing we can own
"I
reply.
this."
like
ter try to fool us
jointly."
it
Evelybody
shootee.
Me no
"Allee light.
"Oh, yes, there ain't no doubt about that. But
whattee snoottee can say how um like um target, I reckon
ther boys would like to see you shoot off
so be."
ther tie."
The only one who appeared to be satisfied with , "All right. I reckon we've time enough before
Hop's arrangement was Wild. Of course it made it gets dark, so we'll do it."
no difference to Cheyenne Charlie or Jim Dari,
"Oh, there's lots of time. It won't be dark
because they did not figure on winnin,g the match, in an hour yet. Ther sun ain't gone down yet."
anyhow. They were both good shots, but when it
"Well, then, the only way t o shoot off the tie
came to the fine point, Wild could beat them is to have Hop throw u p the bottles while we
five
fully
lasted·
that
talk
a
was
There
- easily.
shoot at them while they are in the air."
minutes, and then the mayor settled the question
As the reader is aware, it is not an easy thinl?
remain
would
target
by announcing that Hop's
to hit anything thrown up with a bullet. Still,
The
place.
still -..y_hile the shooting was taking
there are · a great many deadshots who can do
Chinaman appeared to be satisfied to this ar- it. Young Wild West happened to be one of
rangement, and then a line was drawn and the them, and to him the feat was quite an easy one.
first man who had entered the contest was called ~op threw a bo~tle hi~h in the air, and just as
upon to shoot. It was settled that only one shot 1~ had . reached its he1~ht and was starting to
was to be fired by each of them, and should there fall, Wild pressed the trigger of his rifle. Crang!
be a case of a tie those in the tie should keep -!1,s the report rang out the bottle was smashed
on shooting until one of them proved to be the mto fragments. Cheyenne Charlie stepped up
best man. It certainly was not a difficult shot to while the cheers for the young deadshot were
hit a bottle at a hundred yards, but there were r inging in his ears. He knew he was not sure
many who had entered the shooting match who of hitting the bottle, since he had often practhought it quit a feat to do it. The first man ticed at such shooting, and the best he had been
succeeded in smashing a bottle. Hop ran out about to do wa? to hit three out of five shots.
and put another in the-- place of it. The second He fired and missed. Then it came Jim's turn
man failed to hit the bottle, but the bullet struck Dart did his level best, and when he broke th;
the cask and caused it to move slightly.
bottle that was thrown up by the clever Chinese
"I don't care," he said, shrugging his shoulders. the round of applause that went up was quite
"I hit ther little whisky barrel, anyhow."
enough to satisfy him.
The third shot about two feet to the left and
"That brings the tie down to two of us " said
the dirt was seen to fly as the bullet imb~dded Wild, with a smile. "Well, I suppose .,;e will
.tself in the bank. The fourth succeeded in keep on shooting in the same way."
;mashing the bottle, making it a tie with the first.
. "That's it," exclaimed the mayor, who was de~o one succeeded in hitting the bottle until the lighted at the exhibition of crack shooting.
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Up went the bottle, and Wild fired and broke
it, as before. Jim took his turn right after, and
missed.
"That settles it," cried Jerry Ball. "Young Wild
\Vest has won Lang's shanty. Come on over to
ther store an' git ther documnets. Hooray,
hooray!"
, The miners cheered loudly as the winner of the
shoot match turned and walked slowly from the
spot. He was escorted directly to the store, and
then the paper was filled in with his name and
promptly ;rnnded to him.
"I reckon ther old shanty ain't worth an awful
lot," said the mayor, with a grin, "but it's yours,
Young Wild West."
"All right," was the reply. "I reckon we'll
take possession right away. · Hop, you go over
and help Wing to break camp. Fetch all ou r
belongings to the shanty as quickly as possible."
Puncher Pete and Lang were present when this
was said, and when our hero saw them exchange
glances he smiled softly to himself. The two villains had their hor'ses ready, and mounting them,
they started to leave the spot.
"Are · you going now, Puncher Pete?" Wild
asked.
h
"Yes" was _the reply.
I reckon this ain't no
place f~r me. You have got a grud·g e ag'in me,
so I won't never be safe ·if I stay here."
"Oh, you need not go on that account, for I
assure you that I will never bother you so long
as you mind your own business."
The villains were not provided with much of ·
an outfit, but the miners thought they meant to
leave Slam Bang without del ay. The direction
they took would lead them right past the shanty
that had been won in the shooting ·match by
Young Wild West, and the crowd watched them
as they rode past it. They saw Lang wave
his hand at the shanty as though he was bidding'
it farewell, and then Puncher Pete raised his
hat and let out a cowboy yell, which was no
doubt meant as a farewell to the miners of Slam
· Bang.

CHAPTER X.-Conclusion.
The moment they were out of sight Puncher
Pete and Lan,g looked at each other and gave a
chuckle.
"This thing is turnin' out what I call fine,"
declared the villainous cowboy.
The two villains now turned sharply to the
right and were soon heading back toward the
shanty. They dismounted in a hollow amo.ng the
1·ocks, and tying their horses, c1·ept up as close
to the sha·.1ty as they da1·ed, so they could watch
and be ready when Young Wild West and his
friends tood poi;;session of it. Meanwhile Hot)
and Wing had lost no time in taking down the
tents and loading the pack-horses. The two villains had not been watching more than half an
hour when they saw the whole party coming
oward the shanty. The eyes of Puncher Pete
gleamed like coals of fire, and when he saw the
looks on the face of his companion Lang turned
pale and appeared to be uneasy. The fact was
that the villain was sorry that he had •planned
to do su~h an awful thin,g.

"See here, Pete," he said, in a hoarse whisper,
as he clutched his companion by the shoulder,
"I reckon we had better not do this."
"What!'' snarled the cowboy, angrily. "Do ye1·
mean tei: say that you're goin' back on me now.
I thought you was sich a good friend of mine."
"I am, Pete, but when I think of ther awful
murder that will be committed when that dynamite drops down into ther shanty, it sorter
makes my blood run cold. Come on, let' s ride
·away an' let things be as they are. Maybe they'll
find out about ther dynamite bein' hangin' over
ther 'shanty an' maybe they won't. But it are
most likely that they will. Then if anything
should happen it won't exactly be our fault. Come
on, let's git away from here."
"All right, pard."
The cowboy spoke in a very peculiar way, but
Lang did not appear to notice it. The two started
back to where they had left their horses, which
were about a hundred yards from the shanty.
As they reached them Puncher Pete suddenly
caught Lang by the throat.
"Dead men tell no tales, Lang," he said, hoarsely, as he drew his hunting knife. "I've made
up my mind that that shanty has got to be blowed up. I know blamed well if I was ter do it
against your wishes you would tell on me. That
means that you have got ter die."
Taken completely by surprise, Lang offered no
resistance at first. But when he started to
struggle it was too late. The deadly knife in
the hand of the villainous cowboy had done its
work. Puncher Pete, who now seemed to be a
veritable fiend, turned from the spot and retraced his steps to the place where the rope was
tied. He could see no one, though voices came
from the interior of the shanty. He saw what
he supposed to be the bundle of dynamite sticks
hanging a couple of feet below the limb.
"Well, I'll fix it," he muttered, as he clenched
his rifle tightly. "I reckon I'm a good enough
shot ter cut that rope with a bullet, if I git
close enough. I'll take ther chance, anyhow.
Here I've gone an' killed Lang, so I may as w 11
kill the rest an' be done with it:''
The villain did not seem to think it at all
dangerous for him to creep around close to the
tree, and moving as stealthily as a cat. he made
his way there.. There was a little bank upon
which the tree rested, and reaching this' he peered
at the top of the shanty. He caught sight of
moving forms within, and then he placed the
butt of the rifle to his shoulder. Puncher Pete
was in the act of taking aim with his rifle when
Arietta sudpenly appeared before him.
"Stop!" she exclaimed. "Let · the dynamite
hang there.
Not only had the girl been outside the shanty
all the time, but Young Wild West and his two
partners also. The four had taken different
positions in the bushes near the shanty, and they
had seen the two villains creep up to where the
rope was tied. They all waited for the supposed
dynamite to fall, and then they meant to rush
upon the villains and capture them. When they
saw the two villains walking away from the
spot they did not know what was up. But if .tl1ey
they followed them just then they, would have
witnessed the murder that took place. However,
ti
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they waited, and after a while they saw Puncher
Pete returning alone. It was not long before
Arietta saw the villainous cowboy creeping forward, rifle in hand. She waited until he was
ready to fire, and then she suddenly appeared
before him. Then she turned her head slightly
and called out:
"Come here, Wild! Hurry up! I've got him."
The words seemed to arouse Puncher Pete to
action . Uttering a hoarse cry of defiance, he
turned and Nm for his life. He managed to
place a clump of rocks between him and the girl
before she could fire at him. But Young Wild
West had oeen him, and taking a short cut so
as to head him off, he ran like a deer. Cheyenne
Charlie and Jim Dart followed him. As Wild
caught sight of the scoundrel, who was now running straight in the direction the two horses had
been left, he turned slightly to the right and
made for ihe pot as fa st as he could go. He
got there at just about the same time as Puncher
Pete did. When the boy saw the body of Lang
lying still in death near the two horses he stopped
short in his tracks. But he quickly realized
what had happened. The two villains had quar1·eled and thi s was the result of it. Puncher
Pete threw himself upon the back of his horse
and started to ride away.
"Stop, you scoundrel!" the young deadshot
.
cried, as he pointed his revolver at him.
But Puncber Pete paid no attention to the command. B~nt upon taking him alive, Wild quickly
mounted the other horse and started in pursuit.
Wild soon found that the cowboy's horse was the
better of the two, by far. As he began falling behind he decided that something must be done, so
he fired a shot, sending the bullet just over the
• fugitive head. Puncher Pete uttered a hoarse
cry, and then wheeled in the saddle and placed
his rifle to his shoulder. Crack! When Wild
fired this time, he meant business. The bullet
hit the villain's left arm, and the rifle was dropped instantly. Crack! Wild fired again, and
caught !1im below the elbow of his right arm.
"Now then, you scoundrel, you may as well
surrender," he shouted.
"Never!" came the defiant retort.
But the words were scarcely out of Puncher
Pete's mouth when his horse stumbled and threw
him headlong to the ground. When Wild reached
the spot he found him sitting in a dazed way.
With both arms broken he could do nothing, and
the result was that the boy soon got him upon
hi s feet and started him back toward the shanty.
Meanwhile the shooting had been heard by the
miners, and when Wild came in sight with his
prisoner he was met by Cheyenne Charlie and
Jim Dart and several of those who had rushed
over to the shanty to find out what was going
on. The ·body of Lang was found, and then finding that his last chance was gone, Puncher Pete
made a full confession as to how he had killed
him to prevent him from telling on him if he
exploded the dynamite.
"Fetch a l'Ope here," someone shouted, and the
next minute a miner appeared with one in his
~~

.

"Hold on," said ·wild, raising his heand. "Don't
do anything like this, boys. I reckon it won't
take over a day or two to get this fellow to the
sheriff."

"Ther sheriff don't want him, Young Wild
West," a man retorted, shaking his head. "Jest
look at that dynamite hangin' up there. That
oughter be enough, hadn't it?"
"But that isn't dynamite," spoke up Arietta,
stepping forward quickly.
"It ain't!"
"No, that is not the dynamite the two villains
put there. I happened to discover that, so we
took it down and put a bundle of sticks up there
in its place."
"Well," said the man who had insisted upon
hanging the prisoner, "what difference does it
make if that ain't ther dynamite. Puncher Pete
thought as how it was, so that's jest ther same."
Wild saw that it would be no u e to try and
argue with the men, so- when the rope was placed
about his neck he advised them to lead him away
from the spot. A few minutes later a series of
shouts went up near the Palace Saloon. There
was a big tree in front of the building, and it
was easy to guess that it bore a strange fruit
about then.
"Well," said Wild, turning to his companions,
"I reckon we won't stop at this shanty, after
all. We will go on back to the spot where we
were before. It wont' take Hop and ·wing long
to put the camp in shape again."
Half an hour later they were back where they
had moved from, and then Wild and Charlie
walked ove ~ to the Palace.
"Gentlemen," said the young deadshot, "as we
mean to leave early to-morrow morning, we may
as well dispose of the shanty I won at the shooting match. How many are there here. who would
like to have it?"
It proved that there were ei,ght who declared
that they would be only too glad to own the
shanty.
"Well, you can draw lots," said Wild, in his
cool and easy way. "I'll take eight matches and
break the brimstone from one of them. Then
I'll place them upon the bar in here, with a
box upon them, so only the ends can be seen.
You can step up and each draw a match. The
one who gets the one without the brimstone is the
winner. I think that is a fair way to settle the
question."
"Couldn't be no fairer," declared Jerry Ball.
A cheer went up, and after it had subsided
the eight men stepped up and drew the matches.
It happened that the winner was a very deserving old man, and no one seemed to begrudge him
of it. Everything being settled, our friends returned to their camp, and the next morning they
ate an early breakfast and took their departure
from Slam Bang.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WHBT ALMOST BEATEN; or, THE SECRET
OF THE BLASTED PINE."
Old Smithers, candle in hand, eame upon the
burglar prowling around the dining-room. "At
last !" he exclaimed. "My good man, please wait
until I can call my wife. She'll be glad to meet
you. She's been hearing you every night for the
last thirty years!"•
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CUR-RE NT NEWS
HIS AUTO CLIMBED A TREE
Automobiles do climb trees, S. H. Smith, a New
York travelling salesman, says. He was travelling along a State road below Selingsgrove, Pa.,
.when his machine skidded and left the bank. It
ran against a peach tree, parked one wheel over
a low branch and stopped. Smith escaped with a
few bruises and, after sawing off the limb, righted
his car and proceeded without any m.o re mishap.

- INDIAN GIRL "HEAP RICH"
Eliza Big Pond, seventeen, Euchee Indian of
the Creek tribe, was elected to the "Heap Rich"
club of Oklahoma aborigines when the Lima Oil
and Gas Company and Burford & Brimm complete a gas well on her allotment near Depew.
Eliza's two eighty-acre tracts probably are worth
.
$500,000.
For several years this Indian orphan girl's income from oil and gas rentals has supported and
educated her. She attends Haskell Institute,
Lawrence, Kan., and is a cousin of Bill Big Pond,
Depew, full blood Euchee, who, while with the A.
E. F. in France, shot down twenty-seven Germans
"'.hile scarcely moving from his tracks.

WILD GEESE HALT TRAIN
Wild geese thronging the right of way of the
Spokane-Portlan d Railway north of Wallula,
Wash., have interfered seriously with the operation of trains. So numerous are the big birds
that several times it has been necessary to stop
trains that the bewildered honkers might not be
slaughtered by hundreds. Enginemen try to drive
the birds from the tracks. by tremendous blasts
from the locomotive whistles.
When the great flock take wing to clear the
way for the oncoming trains the noise of their
beating p·i nions can be heard for a great distance.
The geese are arriving in large flock s from
their Arctic nesting haunts. They rest along- the
Columbia River for 100 miles up and down
stream. During the early morning and late evening they rise for flights into neighboring wheat
fields with overfilled crops and rest on the warm
sand dunes alon,g the railroad and overflow the
tracks.
A sort of protection is afforded the geese by
roosting on the said dunes. Instinctively they
appear to reali ze that men cannot h'averse th e
soft, yielding material safely, while their webbed
feet act on the sliding sand as snowshoes act
on snow.

A Fine Premium Offer
SEND us the .names and addresses of five of your

friends whom you think will read our publication s:
"Moving Picture Stories," "Wild West Weekly," "Secret
Service," "Pluck and Luck," "Liberty Boys," "Work
and Win," "Fame and Fortune," and "Happy Days."
We will send you for your trouble, without charge,
one of the snappiest, cleverest detective-s tory magazines you ever read.

HARRY E. WQLFF, PUBLISHER, Inc.
New York City
166 West 23d Street/
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,Charlie, the Chauffeur
-OR-

THE LUCK OF A WORKING LAD'
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XXIII.-(Continued) .
He ha d put it up to t he wrong person .
Stubborn by nature, Char lie was also hopeful
and very shrewd.
"He won't dare to kill me," he assured himself. " What's more, if my signature is necessary to him he never will do it. A s long as I refuse to sign I am safe."
It was well reasoned, but if Charlie had known
the unscrupulous cha racter of Judge Gladwin and
the immense power which he Wielded in that section of Colorado as well as the man's neighbors
knew both he would have hesitated to tempt fate.
" I won 't sign anything," he retorted, bluntly.
"I understand thi s ' business. My father--"
He got no further, for as he said it the judge
drew off and dealt him a crashing blow right between t he eves with his clenched fist. It was too
much for Charlie. He dropped back unconscious
and Judge Gl adwin flun g open the door.
"Stubborn pig," he snarled. "I fancy I've done
for him, Jim. For the moment my t emper got
the best of me. Where's Pete?"
"Ile went back to look after the other machine,"
.
replied Flanders.
"The deuce he did? What right had he to do
tint without orders, I'd like to know? He needs
to look shar p or he'll find himsel.f in trouble. Run
th e car back. The boy appears to be reviving
after all," and as the judge closed the door Jim
jumped to the wheel.
Charlie lay as he was, with hi s eyes closed.
He had heard the order. . A slight twitching of
the face was what the Judge saw, but Charlie
thought it best not to revive yet a while. He
was half dazed and thoroughly frightened and
yet the brave boy was determined to stand by his
guns.
. "I won't sign," he kept saying to himself. "I
Just won't sign."
Jim turned the car, ran back a little way, and
stopped.
"I don!t see anything of Pete, judge" he exclaimed. "The car is gone, too. Yours: I mean.
There's the one I came up from the Blackbird
in, but where's the other?"
,
Where indeed?
"The rascal!" roared the judge, "he has double
crossed me and after all I've done for him, too.
Let her out for all she's worth. Jim Flanders. I
think I see through this game. It's the work of
that girl!"
Charlie listened wonderingly.
What did it all mean? he asked himself, and as
the boy was in no position to answer the ques·
tion we must answer it for him .
It meant Jen, just as the judge supposed.

When Charlie crawled under the car after
Judge Gladwin's depa1·ture Jen immediately got
out and walked back along the r oad.
"I'll watch out," she ?aid t o herself. "If they
turn back I must know it. I'm going to win this
game. Charlie shan't be robbed of his rights if
I can prevent it."
She was a plucky girl, this same Jen, and she
had been well trained by her moth'er.
. She pu_shed on a short distance, rounding a bend
m the chff, and paused at a point where she could
see well down the trail.
The moon was at its full, so there was sufficient
light t? aid her, and Jen quickly saw a car approachmg from the opposite direction. Both cars
st?pped and in a moment she saw Judge Gladwm get out and Pete, the chauffeur, follow his
exam)?le. One man whom she failed to place from
the distance and uncertain light followed their
example and all three turned back on 4)ot.
"It's Flanders," murmured Jen, after a moment. "Oh, what sh.all I ever do?"
What she did do was to slip into the woods
and let them pass her. Then at the risk of being discovered she traifed on behind them around
the bend, where keeping close in the shadow of
the rocks, she witnessed the capture of .Charlie.
Of course Jen could not hear what was being
said. She was too far away for that, but when
she saw Charlie begin to undress she gave a low,
peculiar cry which might easily have been mistaken for the call of some bird, and rounding the
rocks she waited.
"Did he hear? Will he come?" the girl asked
herself.
He came all right !
The "he" was Pete Ratigan, Judge Gladwin's
chauffeur.
While the inspection of the birthmark was in
prcigr_e ss the man sauntered ca1·elessly away, remarkmg to Flanders that he would "hike back
anti look after the machine."
As he rounded the point of the cliff Jen jumped
forward and caught him by both h~nds.
"Oh, Pete, help me to save him," she whispered. "He seems such a nice boy."
"Upon my word you'll make me jealous, Jen"
he replied, throwing an arm about her and kis;ing her; "but anyway it is a shame. Who is
he?"
"The son of old man Brown. The one who was
advertised for."
"Gee! You don't mean it? What were you
doing with him?"
"Listen, Pete. We can do nothing here. Take
me to the Hiawatha in that car and let me 1·eport
this business to Mr. Stringfellow, that boy's boss
and I'll marry you any time you say. I have quit
my step-father for good and-will you do it,
Pete?"
"Judge Gladwin will kill me, J en. You know
what the man is."
"Y,e won't give him the chance . .Vle'll go away,
Pete. I don't think the judge means to kill the
b?Y o:ff-hand. It is only that he is trying to lead
him mto some trap so as to get his own away
from him. At least that's the way I understand
it."
(T o be continued.)
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
feet high and weighs a ton. It is of antique
Greek design, with Roman renaissance relief
work, and r_epresents the work of five men for
four months.
Four steamship companies have offered to
transport the huge candle to Italy without charge.
It will be placed in the Church of Our Lady of_
A SALESROOM PRISON
' Pompeii, Pompeii, Italy, ·the last church in which
So many robberies have recently been com- Caruso worshipped. On the suggestion of Carmitted in New York below the so-called "dead dinal Vannutelli it will be burned twenty-four
line" that much of the diamond buying is done hours on every All Souls' Day, which is a fixed
in small private off:ces whose doors close with an fe a st set for Nov. 2 ea;h year.
ominous click, reports the Scientific A rnerican.
The candle is made of chemically treated beesWhen the goods have been examined, the sales- wax.
man communicates with the outside office with a
Ajello would not reveal the name of the institubuzzer and the door is opened from the outside, tion which raised the money for the work. It is
for the beautiful private office was to all intents asserted that the wax is so treated as to enable
and purposes a cell.
it to last for many centuries without deterioration_
,
The inscription on the candle is: "Offerta a
FOWL SW ALLOWS $600 RING
One of 150 capons belonging to R: L. Bowman Maria SS. di . Pompeii in Suffragio de! nostro
of Knoxville, Tenn., has lodged in his crop a $600 Benefattore, Enrico Caruso. A. D. 1921." In
diamond which fell from Mr. Bowman's 1-ing English this is: "Offering to the Most Holy Mary
while he was feeding his birds for the Thanks- of Pompeii in behalf of our benefactor, Enrico
Caruso."
giving trade.
Mr. Bowman is puzzled. He dislikes killingall the capons and making a thorough search, and
he hardly feels safe in relying upon the honesty
''Mystery Magazine"
of the culinary department of some unselected
kitchen.
SEMI-MONTHLY
10 CENTS A COPY
As yet he has come to no decision.
BILLIONS OF POSTAGE STAMPS
In 1920, 13,212,790,038 postage st amps were
sold by the Post Office Department. In 1919, 15,020,470,168 were sold and in 1850, the first year
of which we have a record, the number was 1,640,545.

-

L.A.T~ST

ISSUES -

BERLIN CONTENDED SHIPS CARRIED
GUNS
The Lusitania, with 1,959 persons on boar d, was
sunk by the German submarine U-20 on May 7,
1915, off Old Kinsale Head, on the southern tip
of Ireland.
The liner sank in twenty minutes, carrying
down 1,198 of those on board with her. Of these,
114 were Americans, 291 were women and ninetyfour were children. Of the 1,257 passengers, 785
perished.
The Germans -justified the act by claiming t he
Lusitania was carrying guns and munition s of
war and could therefore be sunk under the rules
of warfare. It was officially denied that any wa r
material was carried on the liner.
Advertisements inse1·ted in various newspapers
by the German Embassy warned American s not
to travel on the Lusitania bec:rnse she might be
blown up. Telegrams of wa rning were also sent
some passengers. The advertisement were r ather
inconspicuously placed and the war nings ·were
generally regarded as the work of a crank.
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CANDLE TO BURN 18 CENTURIES
The Enrico Caruso Memorial Candle, the larg~t in the world, has been completed in the studios of Antonino Ajello & Br o., No. 357 East
124th street, and will be shipped to Italy in the
next few weeks. It cost $3,700, and was made
on the order of an orphan asylum in this city of
which Caruso was a generous benefactor.
The candle is 5 feet in curcumference at the
base, tapering to 18 inches at the top. It is 16
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The Scarer Scared
By JOHN SHERMAN
"I say, Rich, I've struck it!"
"Struck what, Ed?" I asked, hauling in my line
• and putting a fresh bait on my hook.
"Why, a racket, to be sure!"
"A racket! Well, fire away. What is it?"
"You know old Dave Johnson?"
"The old miser down at the crossroads?"
"The very same."
"Yes; but what of him? What has he to do
with the racket?"
"Strictly speaking, nothing; indirectly, consid•
erable. You see, the old fellow turned his toes
up--"
"What! You don't mean to say Old Dave is
dead?"
"I should rather say the old chap has passed
in hIS last check. But to go on with the racket
I was about to propose. As I Vf.as saying, the old
fellow keeled toes up this afternoon, and was
laid out by the neighbors, and all the preparations
necessary to his burial attended to; and to-night
he will calmly repose in his coffin, instead of, as
formerly, upon a mattress of strnw. Now, Fr_itz
Klein, Pat O'Leary and Old Pete-O'Leary's nigger-have been engage d to watch _wit~ the corpse,
and it has occurred to me that 1t will afford us
more sport to give them a good scare than we
have known sin ce our arrival in S--. My plan
is that we provide ourselves with a sheet, and go
down to the crossroads a little before midnight,
and, throwing the sheet over one of us, steal into
the house.
"I will act in the role of ghost, and while I
station myself beside the coffin to personate Old
Dave's .spook, you can secrete yourself under it,
and watch the fun go on.
"O'Lea1·y will be sure to take along a generous
supply of the 'ould craythure,' and as our other
two friends, Fritz and Old Pete, are not at all
baseful about taking a 'drop' now and then, by
twelve o'clock they'll be gloriously drunk. What
do you say, old boy?"
I was about assenting, only too willing to take
an active part in any racket that promised ever
so little fun, so that the continued monoto:ny of
the every-day life to which I had beel'l: subJected
since my arrival in S - - was ~roken m u~on by
one ray of sunshine, when a _slight rustle m the
shrubbery behind us caused us to glance over our
shoulders.
"What was it?" I asked.
"The wind moving the underbrush, I guess,"
said Ed ; and 1·ising from our mossy seats, we at
once proceeded to wind up our lines, preparatory
to leaving for home.
For three consecutive hours had we been sitting there upon the mo:5sy bank _of t~at picturesque rivulet which, aside from its picturesqueness had no ~ther attractions, being quite free -0f
any' of the finny species, a fact I had proven by
assiduous application in the angler's art,. but
without once having elicited so much as the slightest nibble from any aquatic life that Jl'!aY have
inhabited the limpid waters, and as this a fair

sample of the numerous consecutive weeks, it will
not seem so very surprising that I was quite willing to take a hand in the racket in question.
The old house at the crossroads in which Old
Dave Johnson had lived for years in absolute seclusion was a low, one-story house, with two
rooms in front and a long porch extending from
·
the rear.
It was in one of the front rooms that the coffin containing the mortal remains of the defunct
miser had been placed, resting upon two_ stools,
and the pall thrown over the gloomy-lookmg box
swept the floor.
At the appointed time Ed and I were standing
in a clump of shrubbery beneath the window of
the old house, through which a feeble light shone.
As we cautiously peeped in through the open
window the trio of watchers were sitting comfortably around- a small table at the further end
of tlre 1·oom, engaged in a game of cards, a jug
of whisky sitting upon the floor beside them, with
the requisite number of glasses resting upon a
stool and as we had imagined would be the case,
the three' inebriates were in a state of semi-intoxication.
"I say, friends," said O'Leary, between interrupted puffs at a strong clay pipe, and he
straightened himself back in his seat, and thrust
his thumbs deep into the arm-holes of his vest"! say, frien?s, did it ever occu~· to yees that_ the
-hic-spernt av the defunct 1ver hovers aoout
the mortal body? Has it occurred to yees this
evenin' while yees have been sittin' here in the
solemn' prisince av the-hie-did, that the sperrit av Old Dave Johnson, reposin' there in his
coffin, so white an' silent, may, at ,this very moment be hoverin' about the room?
"Oh, Lor'!" gasped Peter, rolling his eyes
heave11ward, and glancing over toward the pallcovered coffin.
"By gootness, no!" exploded Klein, in hushed
accents, also casting a furtive glance that way.
"Now, yees naden't go to getting frightened, me
frinds, for, though it has been said that the sperrit iver hovers about the defunct body, it's mesilf that niver belaved a word av. it to be thru.e.
But be it as it may, should the ghost av the did
ould sinner slapin' the1•e in his coffin appear to
me this blissed noight, devil a bit would it frighten me. I'd ax him would he have a drap av the
crathure, an' it's himself that would niver ra.
.
·
fuse, at all, at all!"
Glancing at his two companions from under his
eyebrows, to note the effect of his words upon
them an intensely guttural "Ha, ha, ha!" escaped
him,' and with an ostentatious twirl with his
thumb, O'Leary dealt the cards.
A moment later the game held the trio in the
embrace of the pleasurable excitement it afforded
them for the time driving all thoughts of dead
men ' and spooks from their whisky-muddled
brains.
"Now's our time, Rich!" whispered Ed.
Stealthily Ed drew himself through the win ow
into the room, and, wrapped in the sheet, crouched
down in the shadow of the coffin, while I, following close at his heels, secreted myself beneath it,
where I could take in alJ before me from beneath
the somber folds of the pall.
Suddenly the musty old time-piece on the man-
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tel began a doleful whirring, preparatory to
striking twelve.
The players sprang to their feet.
"Ho, ho, ho!" laughed O'Leary, a low, rumbling laugh_ "Ho, ho, ho! It's only the clock, to
be sure!"
With measured distinctness the midnight hour
was struck.
A dei;ply sepulchral groan issued from Ed's
throat.
Again the trio rose with anything but digntfied
alecrity to their feet.
"Bless de Lor'!" moaned Pete, from between
his chattering teeth, rolling his white orbs heavenward.
"Vot vos dot?" interrogated Fritz, in a semiwhisper.
"I dQn't know. Sure, it's mesilf thet's entoirely in the da1·k," replied O'Leary, casting furtive
.
.
glances about.
Again that groan, so ternbly suggestive of
tombs, of dead men's bones, and spooks and of
anything horrible appertaining to the supernatural, and gradually Ed rose to his feet. .
"Howly Virgin!" gasped O'Leary, _staring upon
t;he supposed ghost of the defunct miser with
mouth agape, nostrils expanded, and with eyes
staring from their sockets.
"Donner und blitzen ! id iss a khost !" ej aculated Fritz.
"May de good Lor' sabe dis yere nig!" groaned
Pete, steadying himself upon his :pins b~ lea~ing heavily upon the table, the while rollmg_ his
eyes in a most ludicrous manner, .and_ the k11:ks
actually came out of his wool, le~vmg 1t standm_g
out from his head, and the shmy black of his
ebony face gradually faded to a sickly, grayish
.
hue.
A'-third groan, and Ed slow~y extende1 his
sheet-draped hand toward the fr1gh:ened tn?.
With a howl of mortal terror O Leary disappeared through the door, closely followed by the
Dutchman.
But Pete, poor fellow, too thoroughly frighten~d
to run, still clung to the table for support, his
eyes rolling, his teeth chattering, and _his kn~es
striking together as though suddenly stricken with
a violent fit of ague.
Slowly Ed glided across the floor,_ and resting
llis hands upon the table, stood glarmg the halffrightened-to-death darky full in the face.
Oh, good Massa Ghost, do _go 'way. F~' de good
Lo1·'s sake lef dis yere nigger 'lone !' pleaded
Pete, in o. voice tremulous with the agony of extreme terror.
Ed had the while been leaning further over the
table, until by the time the last word fell from
Pete's quivering lips their faces were brought almost in contact.
"Ba-a-a-ah!" blared Ed, in thundering accents.
The effect was like magic.
With a bound quick as lightning, Pete turned
and leaped toward the rear window, a feat that
would have done credit to the most expert acrobat one last glance at the terrible object in
white; a stunning crash of win_dow-glass,. and he
had disappeared through the wmdow, takmg sash
and all as he went.
A splash closely following his unceremonious
exit told us as plainly as words could have done
that he had struck a landing-a hogshead of stag-
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nant water settled half down in the ground beneath the window.
"Ha, ha, ha!" roared Ed, throwing aside the
sheet.
"But, Ed," I asked, when at length I could articulate a word, "haven't we got ourselves into a
scrape? Who's going to watch with the dead?"
Ed looked perplexed.
"I never thought of that!"
I laughed.
"Never mind," I said, seating myself comfortably back in an easy-chair. "Have a cigar."
Scarcely had we seated ourselves, with our
minds fully made up to pass the remainder of the
night with the deceased, and were enjoying our
cigars, when a slight movement in the direction
of the coffin caused us to glance that way.
To our horror and utter dismay, the coffin-lid
was being gradually raised.
"Great .Jove!" I gasped, springing to my feet.
By this time the lid had been thrown back, and
the face of the dead rose slowly before our horrified vision, a face so dreadful in its awful ghastliness that for a moment we stood as though
frozen to the spot.
"Go! leave me to myself, sacrilegious wretches!
How have you dared to conduct yourself thus in
the presence of the dead!"
The voice was undoubtedly the voice of the
dead, so terribly intense was it in its deeply
sepulchal tones, and the long, bony index finger
pointed to the door.
It was only a moment we stood inert in the
awful presence of the suddenly animated corpse,
for the next instant the dead awful thing began
to lift itself from the coffin, still wrapped in its
winding sheet, as though intent upon ejecting us
by force.
With one desperate effort we roused ourselves
to a full realization of our appalling situation,
and bounding to the door, rushed forth and away
.
in the Stygian darkness of the night.
"Where is father, Bert?" asked Ed of his
younger brother, whe1; we had gained his h?me,
still white and tremblmg from our recent fnght.
A suppressed smile wreathed Bert's face.
"He's 1Watchin 00 with the body of Mr. David
Johnson, I suppo~e, since you have returned, and
I guess sis'll be mad enough, when she finds pa
u sed all her pearl to paint his face to-night."
We began to smell a rat.
Ed, I knew, was but a chip of the old block,
and it1 occurred to me that his father had overheard us laying our plans; but it was he whom
the i-ustle of the bushes had nearly betrayed to
us as we were about leaving the bank of the
stream on the preceding afternoon, and lrnd
turn'ed the game 'Mle had so successfully played on
O'Leary Klein and Pete with as great success
upon ou~·selves, being enabled to do so from the
fact that Old Dave's body had not lnen 1•laced
in the coffin as we and even our tric of friends
had ·believed, but had been laid out 1in the adjoining room; and my surmises were afterward
verified.
Belle-How silly men are when they propose!
Why, my husband acted like a perfect fool. NellThat's what everybody thought when your engagement was announced.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
CATCHES AN EAGLE IN TRAP SET FOR
SKUNK
Archie Ray, a farmer in West Rumney, N. H .,
has an eagle which he caught in a trap set for
a skunk. The bird weighs about twenty-five
pounds and measures nearly eight feet across the
wings. The claws have a spread of approximately eight inches, and altogetber he is quite an
interesting specimen. He is at the present time
securely fastened by a chain in the barn of Mr.
Ray and visitors are welcome to see him at any
time.
WISCONSIN KILLS 65,000 RATS
The campaign again st rats waged at Whitewater, Wis., by E. J. Seaver and A. F. Kraepin
since Oct. 25 is about t o close with the killing
of 65,000 of the rodents. ' The campaign included
the planting of 831 pounds of meat , bread, cheese,
beahs and corn in 17,700 baits. Many were shot
with rifles. The exhaust of an automobile was
directed through a hose into the subterranean
r unaways at the slaughter hou se with good results. The campaign cost $800.

tion, when twenty-two special teachers were employed in order to carry the, gal'dens successfully
over the summer. The register of pupils who
ser ved in the summer school gardens was 4,032.
The attendance, based upon once-a-week cultivation of garden, was 92 per cent. Each summer
garden teacher taught on an average 182 pupils
every week for a weekly compensation of $14.20.
The daily yield from gardens during vacation was
a crop value of $150.38 a day for the fifty days
the gardens were opened.
About thirty-two acres were cultivated in the
different garqens, which yielded a total vegetable
crop of $666.61 per acre.. Every little gardener
had his share of the vegetables and flowers to take
home and the enlarged vision that comes with outdoor employment.
T h is fall the public schools have purchased
over 100,000 na rc issus bulbs, which will be exhibited this month as they develop and enable a
multitude of children to enjoy the growing and
blooming of these beautiful plants.

---LAUGHS

"Mike, I am going to make you · a present of
this pig." "Ah, sure; an' 'tis just like you, sorl"
"What interested me most in my travels " said
Henpeck, "was the mummy of a queen I ~aw in
E gypt_" "\;Vonderful, eh?" asked his friend. "Yes,
it's wonderful how they could make a woman dry
up and stay that way."
"That's a terrible noise in the nursery, Mollie"
said her mi stress. "What is the matter? Can''t
you keep the baby quiet?" "Sure, mum," replied
Mollie. "I can't keep him quiet 'less I let him
make a noise."
Mrs. Lansing-Our Aicl Society is going to give
a church social at the church. Lansing-Anot he1· ? Why, you just had one last week. Mrs.
Lansin&'--:-I know. It did not pay expenses, so
we' re g1vmg another to make up the deficit of the
last one.
There were some questions in geography required in the preliminary examinations for law
students who aspired to admission to the bar.
Among them was: "Name ten animals that live
in the Arctic zone.". One young man wrote: "Five
polar bears and five seals."

SCHOOL FARMERS HARVEST $21,139
From the bountiful harvest of this country
family tables are replete with good things of this
season. Many school children in New York have
done their share in prdduction of food for the
home table. With the favor of the Board of Edu"Colonel Brown seems to be vel'y literary," recation, the aid of the School Garden Association, marked a visitor to the Brown household to the
of which Dr. Gustave Straubenmuller is Presi- negro maid, glancing at a pile of magazines lying
dent, and the offer of medals by the Sunday on the floor. "Yes, ma'am," replied the ebonySchool World interest and proficiency in nature- faced girl, "yes, ma'am, he sholey am literary
garden study have grown, many garden projects He jes' nat'ally littahs things all ovah dis yere
have been carried on and crops have been plen- · house."
tiful.
Van Evrie Kilpatrick reports that the produce
"You are an honest boy," said the lady, as she
grown and used by the children reported weekly opened the roll of five one-dollar bills, "but the
by teachers showed a season total crop valua- money I lost was a five-dollar bill. Didn't you
tion, accor.ding to market prices, of $21,139.56. see that in the advertisement?" "Yessim," reThere were seventy outdoor ga1·dens connected plied the boy. "It was a five-dollar bill that I
with the public schools under the tutelage of the found, but I had it changed so that you could pay
re~lar classroom teachers except during vaca- me a reward./' .,
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GOOD READING
FINDS GOLD DEPOSITS IN GERMANY
In Waldeck, one of the smallest German States,
an important discovery of gold deposits has been
made by Professor Beyschlag of the Geological
Institute of Berlin.
Profe_ssor Beyschlag found that clay covering
parts of so-called Iron Hill, near Corbach, contains as much as forty-four grams of gold per
ton. Sometimes he even found little .gold nuggets.
If the clay yielded only ten grams per ton exploitation would pay well, he says.
The new mining laws make the State of Waldeck the owner of these gold mines, which, according to expert opinion, may prove to be the
best paying in Europe.
In the folklore of Waldeck "Iron Hill" is named
as a treasury that contains tons of gold guarded
by gnomes and witches.
DEER STOP THE HUNTERS
Sterling, Conn., is overrun by wild deer. Never
in man's memory have they been so numerous.
They are so thick that fox chasing and even
coon hunting is a failure, owing to the hunters.
Fred Sherman saw over twenty near Sterling
Hill. Dan McCarthy, operator at Oneco Station,
coaxed a baby fawn to within ten feet of his
telegraph keys. Jim Sweet found one in his
pig pen. Thirty-one were counted on Gibson Hill
Road and a monster buck, with a 6-foot antlers,
followed by thirteen deer and a fawn, held up an
auto truck near the State line until the driver,
finally tired of waiting for them to clear the road,
"stepped on the gas" and drove directly among
them, scattering all but the b.uck, which had to
be pushed from the roadway by the truck before
he stopped fighting.
At Eknok Hill, Henry Bassette reports seeing
thirty-six deer and bucks within half an hour.
A half dozen citizen s tell similar stories and assert that the appearance of so many deer indicates a spell of bad weather near.
NEW ILLINOIS CANAL
The Illinois waterway-connecting link between
the Great Lakes and the Mississippi-will give the
State second lowest bulk freight transportation
rate in the world, according to figures prepared
by M. G. Ba rnes, Chief Engineer of the Division
of Waterways.
Mr. Barnes, who designed the Panama Canal
locks and later was associated in the rebuilding
of the New York State barge canal, says the
huge locks planned for the Illinois waterway,
with a capacity of 9,000 tons of freight at a
time, will cut transportation costs 50 per cent.
under the New York rate. The New York
canal locks can handle from 2,000 to 3,000 tons
·
at each lockage.
The table prepared shows that transportation
or the big bulk of freighters developed on the
Great Lakes, with their 10,000 to 13.,000 tons
capacity, is the cheapest in the world. One dol-

lar will carry a ton of freight 1,000 miles in
one of these ships, he says.
The Illinois canal will come next, the table
shows, with one ton being carried 750 miles for
$1. European canals average a 500 mile haul
for $1 .a ton and the New York barge canal
stands · forth, with a 300 mile haul of one ton
for $1. American railroads average 100 miles
to the dollar; truck transportation over improved
highways, twenty miles to the dollar; and four
miles by horse and wagon, according to Mr.
·
Barnes.
BEGGING-LETTER TRICKS
There is no easier or more thriving criminal
industry than the ~riting of begging letters.
There are scores of men and women who derive a substantial income by merely writing letters which wring tears and money from sympathetic and wholly unsuspicious victims.
These impostors prosper so well because very
few people are deaf to the cry for aid, and even
when they learn that they have been deliberately
swindled by cunning scoundrels they rarely care
to prosecute.
A few weeks ago a woman was arrested for
being intoxicated; and she had in her possession
53 letters, all of which had contained money sent
to her by kind-hearted but misguided people who
believed her agonizing tale of woe. Not one of
these folks would prosecute her for obtaining
money by false pretenses.
Begging-letter writers conduct their business
on strictly "professional" lines. They have a library of reference books, a stock of very cheap
note paper, a carefully kept index and a file
showing the particular kind of "bait" which is
successful with their various clients.
Every one who is supposed to have money is
regarded as a likely victim. These folks have
even written to me!
All kinds of pitiful appeals are made. A
wealthy woman who fails to r.espond to the cry
of a consumptive husband may send a five-pound
note to provide food for five (non-existent) starving babies.
The howling of a dog whose kind master is too
poor to pay for a license brings many a sevenand-sixpence, while a moving story about an old
soldier who is going blind and cannot pay his
rent is rewarded at r-. phenomenally high rate for
such literature.
One of the commonest forms of this barefaced
swindling is for an impostor to claim friendship
with a soldier or well-known public servant who
has died abroad. The writer declares that years
before he did a kindness to the dead' man, and
that now ill luck has befallen him. Seldom is the
appeal to the relatives made in vain.
How is one to distinguish between real cases
of hardship which deserve help and sympathy and
the made-to-order lamentations of professional
criminals?

-,
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INTERESTING NEWS ·ARTICLES
GORILLAS TO HAVE SANCTUARY IN
CONGO
A sanctuary for gorillas is about to be established in the Belgian Congo, it was announced
last evening by Carl E. Akeley, hunter and explorer, who studied and shot the animals in that
region in the Winter of 1921, in an address before the New York Academy of Sciences at the
Delta Kappa Epsilon Club, 30 West Fortieth
street.
"The Belgian Government has asked me to plan
out a gorilla sanctuary in the Lake Tanganyika
region (the eastern borderland of the Congo)
and to make it plenty large enough," said Mr.
Akeley. "It has been recognized that this country, among the most beautiful in the world, with
a most healthful environment, should be set aside
as a place where scientists may live and study
the habits of gorillas. In a short time I shall be
able to announce the plans in more detail."

nearby, but moved to Torrington, where John was
born .May 9, 1800, and lived until 1805, when the
family went to Ohio. John never forgot this tree.
He came to it on each of his visits to Connecticut.
"The oak has previous historic interest.
"It was Council T1·ee for local Indians.
"Registered in Hall of Fame.
"American Forestry Association.''

FINDING OLD TREASURES
In Victorian days much Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centrry furniture, besides objects of art
and vertu, was relegated to the servants' apartments, and there large quantities of it still remain-not forgotten, but unnoticed and unknown.
Thus the cook's bedroom may contain an exquisite Eighteenth Century mahogany knee-hole
writing table, standing on elegant square, tapering legs, which does duty as a dressing-table;
while the butler's bed-sitting-room is graced by a
Seventeenth Century oak hanging cupboardjust such a piece as the new earl is asking the
WAR ST AMP CAMPAIGN IS ON
dealers to look out for to complete the furnishing
A new United States Treasury sign, said to be of
his Jacobean bedchamber.
one of the largest ever constructed for indoor
In a certain noble dining-room there were five
display, attracted the attention of thousands of single
chairs and one armchair, with
commuters hurrying through Grand Central carved Chippendale
backs and cabriole legs and claw
Terminal, New York. The sign had been erected and ballribbon
feet; now there are six single ·and two
by the Treasury Department in connection with armchairs, a complete set. The
ones,
its extensive publicity campaign to reach the made to look mart by the additionmissing
Victorian
bolders of the $625,000,000 War Savings Stamps woodwork covers to the loose seats (ofone
of the 1918 sei·ies, which mature January 1, 1923. being Elijah being fed by ravens), were subject
found
In letters tv:o feet high the Government invites respectively in the gamekeeper's cottage and the
the holders of these stamps to exchange them now visiting maids' sitting room.
for the new T1easury Savings Certificates and
The corridors and passages in old houses are
thereby "keep their investment growing." It very badly lighted as a rule, and these, in many
is pointed out that this may be done through cases, have yielded their treasures.
po t offices, banks or any of the three offices,
Instances, such as a pair of William and Mary
of the Federal Reserve Bank located at 97 Maiden gesso side-tables, worth at least $750, whose misLane, 125th Street and Fifth Avenue and Twenty- sion for the past 50 years had been merely to
third Street and Fourth Avenue, recently opened support two enormous cases of stuffed pheasants
for the better accommodation of stamp holders.
and water fowl, are not uncommon.
Near them was a Queen Anne oval folding top
card-table in walnut-a museum specimen if ever
JOHN BROWN'S TREE IS MEMORIALIZED theTe was one, but these things no longer cause
The Barkhamsted, Conn., Chamber of Com- obstruction in those corridors.
An Eighteenth Century satinwood writing tamerce has just set up a bronze tablet to John
Brown's memory. When a child he used to visit ble, used as a washstand in a small bedroom, subrelatives there and attended the little green school sequently realized $400 at "the sale.''
The1·e are still undiscovered many hiding places.
house there which still does duty in that capacity.
A barnnet who lived at his country seat more
Near the school house is a spreading oak tree under which he was wont to spend many childhood or less for 30 years without being aware that his
Jinen-;fold paneled smoking room contained in its
hours. He used to call it "my tree."
The Barkhamsted Chamber has caused to be enormous carved oak mantelpiece a secret cupboaTd large enough to hide half a dozen people!
graven on this tree the following:
Recently a close examination of the carving re"John Brown's Tree.
"This ancient white oak was so named when vealed a minute keyhole, and finally the door was
John Brown, whmse soul is marching on, played opened. What was found? Ancient military
under it as a 'tiny child and called it 'my tree.' He equipage, not ver y valuable ; various survey maps;
visited relatives hereabouts as guest. Sometimes many pairs of old unused boots, much too narrow
attended the green school. His mother was Ruth for anyone nowadays; and, last of all, a wooden
Mills, oldest daughter of Lieut. Gideon Mills, a box which, on being opened, was found to conpublic spirited soldier of the American Revolu- tain 48 very large early Italian exquisitely cut
tion, who Jived in the first hou se cast of the cornclian and amethyst intaglios in gold frames,
Green. Owen Brown, J ohn's father, once lived worth several hundl'eds of pound,;.

NEURITIS DUE 'tfour Sllln can be Qulcllly Cleared of
TO TOO TIGHT
WRIST WATCH
Be careful not
to bind the strap

of your wrist
watch too tight.
Several cases of
neuritis in the
fingers and hand
have been traced
to this cause. Dr.
John S. Stopford
tells in the Lancet of a student
who experienced
tingling p a J n s
along the inner
borders of the
hand and in the
Ii t t 1 e
finger.
These had persisted for s ome
time and caused
discomfo1t
and
anxiety. On examination a tender point was discovered on the
dorsal surface of
the styloid proccess of the ulna,
and pressure in·
this
situation
caused pain to
radiate from this
point into the
dorsal cutaneous
branch of the ulnar ner?e· There
was no sign of
paresis or atrophy of any of the
mtrinsic muscles
of the hand, nor
were any trophic
changes
found.
On investigating
a cause for this
localized neuritis
the only possibility appeared to be
the wearing of a
t i g h t wristlet
watch,
which
clearly could produce compression
of the dorsal cutaneous branch of
the ulnar nerve
as it curved round
the lower extremity of the ulna.
On discarding the
wristlet the discomfort gradual17 disappeared.
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IMPLES

Spectacles FREE!

ckheada, Acne Eraptioll!I on the face
body, Enlarged Poree, Oily or Shiny Skin.
WRITE TODAY for my FREE Booklet,
"A CLEAR-TONE SKIN", telling how I cured
mywelf after being afflicted 15 years. $1,000 Cold
Cash says I can clear your skin ol lbe above blemishes.
LS, GIVENS, 186 Chemical Bide,, Kanaaa c:Hy, Mo,

CURED HIS RUPTURE
I "·as badly rup tured while 11rt1ng a trunk
sevN,tl years ago. DoPtors ~a id my only
hope of cure was an operntlou. Trusses did
m uo goo(]. 1-'inally I got l1old of something that ,1uick.Y and contpletely cured me.
Years bave pasxe,J an d the rnpl ure has nevpr
returned, altl.Jou~h I am d oing hnrd w ork
as a carpenter. rrhere was no operation, no
lost time, no trouble. I have nothing to sell,
but will give full information abo ut bow you
may find n complete cu r e without operation,
if you write lo me, Eugene M. Pullen, Carpentet. 8\)-J ll[arcellus Avenue, Manasquan,
N. J. Better cut out this nollce and show
It to any others who are ruptured-you mn.v
save a lite or at least stop the misery or
rupture and llie worry 11ucl danger of au
operation

-MU S-1C
- T-AU
-G
--H-T_F_R
_E_E
¥, J JI TI .J JI J I J J1
~ !o"-- ~~ . .: 1'n.u,u.c, W!dCq®«~
In Your Home. Write today for our booklet. Jt tella
how to learn to play Piano, Organ, Violfn, Mandolin,
Guitar, Banjo, etc. Beiinoera or advanced pa pile.

f fi"iAUC'C'il
Habit Cured or No Pay
An-, form, ciaan,ciaarettes,pipe,
chewina oranuff

Guaranteed. HarmleN. Complete treatment sent
nn tri•'- Coata Sl .00 if it cures. NothinSI' if it fails.

SUPERBA CO. M-21, Baltimore, Md.

~~! ~~~/;,0;iiH l~~Pl~ ~~~l!1~W:fn~~:!

of thousands now in use everywtere.
00
:~

nights yoa
are amazed and delighted and t i,i nk them equal to
glasses s old e lsewhere at $16.00, send only $4 . .f.9; if you
don't want to keep them, return them and there will be no

ch urge. Send no Moneyl Pay no C. 0. D.! Simply your name, ad.
t~~A·~:i~Ol~::~~1l~!d~~1~!,~ri:r!dus~!~-::,~r::::r~1!
DR. RITHOLZ

Madison and Laflin Sta.

Dept. Dr, 2010 Chicaco, IIL

1eamwIRIL
I~
£:I&.
At Home By Mail

Attractive positions open for men and
boys. Salarie~ up to $:l,WO a year. Begi nn erti average $123 a 111011th p .us Room
a nd Board, whi ch means mor,· than $200
at the start. One of our i:ecenL graduntes is getting $0,000 a year. Opportunity to travel or locate ln lan d radio
offices. \V e train you by mail in a sbort
time-some have comp leted th e co urse in 10
weeks.
No previous experience necessa ry
First correspondence radio school in America. Our new automatic Wireless Instrument,
"Tbe Natrometer," Furnished Every Student,
Send for Free Book "How to Learn Radio at
Home." Give age.

f

NATIONAL RADIO INST~TUTE
Dept. 37-A Washington, D. C.

E~-- EH~~!~!!!~!
keeper, given for selling only 4c,
packs of vea-etabla or flower 1eede
(mention which) at 10c per Iarao
pack, Easily • old - EARN BIG

BIG VALUE for S·Cts
12 MAGIC TRICKS;. 60 WAYS TO MAK111
MONEY; I Book Hypnotism and Palmistry 1
DREAM Book and FORTUNE Teller; 1 :S.Ok
MIND Reading SECRETS; 1 Book BOW TO
THROW Your VOIC&; 1 Book Vaudeville
STAGE Tricks; 1 Joke Book: 1 Book FIRE
EATING: 1 BOOK CANDY MAKING: Tho
Magic Ae-• Table: Parlor TRICKS with CARDS
Dow To MAl'fE lNVISlbLB: INK: and LOTS
more.
ALL the above eent by mall for
6 eta. and 2 eta. poatage. WE GIVE the JdOST

1'hese splendid

f~:Sli:st'!idJ:~~°.
1!,"/a r 1;,8:~r~~:r;;:~~e:!tpty~;•t~=
headaches. If after trying them for 10 days and

MONEY OR PREMIUMS. Get
• amplelottoday. Sendnomoae1 ..

We trust you till seeds are sold ..

AM!RICA~ i;i;ro CO . ..!'.,°,,'!,:i1~~...

CLAXO TRICK CO- DEP•15 NEW HAVEN,.CT,

LearnHowto

WRESTLE
In Your Owa lleme
1Mail

THROW

YOUR

Under the table, into a
Trunk, down Cellar or
anywhere, Our lessons
in
VENTRILOQUlSM
teaches you. Wi[h our

VOICE

VENTRILO

(fits in the mouth and
cannot be seen) you
Imitate Birds, Anl- .
mals, etc. without
?;~;;.i~~urt':.'!td ~ : - of
J(}l{AA l°'v n,nil f"'r lOc.

Universal Dist.
-;. ~~'~
Box 290. Stamford. Ct.

FREE
:!~;

ii, OVER)'
.

FEE:~)1IF,1 TELESCOfE
M
,.,
. r.

2
LONC

JJOYS!~~
\r
ABSOLUTELY FREE

~t'!i~:;c~:~~:l ~T:~~-~f!::~1!:~1lH°F:r .:'M:; t,•;&;:~

of Bla;-o Perrumed lrooioa Wu at 10c each. Send no money.

SINGO COMPANY, Dept.

- - - OLD

607

lllONEY

BINGHAMTON, ti_• Y,

RUSH
tell you

WANTED - - -

~~~:s

n::J

~~

1

:~i

HO\V you can got tilt!

$2 to $500 EACH paid for hundreds of Old
Coins dated before 1895. Keep ALL old or
Hill mouey. Send 10 cts. for New Ill's Coln
Value Book, 4x6. You may have valuable
coins. Gilt Posted. We pay cash.
CLARKE COIN CO, ATe. 18, Le Roy, N, Y.

Radio Set ABSOLUTELY FREE.
llADIO SDT comes to

you complete. with single

sl!•le tun!ng coll, crystal
detector and vhone ronde11scr. AND DOUBLE
HEAD PHONES.

No Batteries ReQutred.
No exverlence.

Write

To-day for Free
Radio Plan.
HOME SUPPLY CO.
131 Duane St .. Dept. 386
Now York

City

BOYa, YOU CAN KA.KE BIG HONEY

1elling the BOYS' liAGAZINli: ench month..
Write us today tor 6 copies. SEND NO
UONEY.
Asddre• s The Santt F. R,-dllel,J Co. Ille.
7259 Hain at., 8meth11ort, Pa.

•UNDERGROONO "'l"REASURES:

How and Where to Find Them r.~•:!:;:
Model Publishln" Co..

21 Como Bulldlna,, Chlcaa,o

"END YOUR
RHEUMATISM !

Like I Did Mioe"--Says Pastor Reed
Wife Also Rid of Neuritis

"I had suffered agony fo'r years from
rheumatism and associated disorders,
and Mrs. Reed was tortui·ed with the
demon neuritis almost beyond endurance. We had read and talked so much
about 'Uric Acid' that our minds seemed
poisoned. But the 'inner Mysteries of
Rheumatism' made it all clear to us
and now we are both free from the suffering and misery we endured so many
years. I believe I was the ha1·dest man ,
in the world to convert! For me to
discard the old 'Uric Acid theory,' and
what I now know to be absolutely false
for the new, scientific understanding of
the cause and cure of rheumatism, was
like asking me to change my religious
beliefs! But I did change, and it was
a fortunate day for me and mine when
I did so."

BOYS AND QIRLSt you can have cameras. rifles, jewelry, etc., absolutely free. Simply aell 40 packets of
guaranteed fresh garden eeed to your friends. Only 10c

for lar1re_packet. Sell out In an hour; most people bu:, 16
packets. Rush your order. Be first in your town. Our ten
year• experience is your auarantee of a square deal•

ti~:~·:!~ ~1~n~:r. &~O:l:'.~i~\V.!l~. rJ:~~lpt
0

TheBarrHfoJorp.Box DIT"rone.Pa

NOTE: The Inner Mysteries of Rheumatism r eferred to above by Pastor Reed Jays
bare tacts about Rheumatism and its associated disorders overlooked by doctors and
scientists for centuries past and should. be
in the hands of every man or woman who
bas tb.e slightest symptoms of rheumatism,
neuritis, lumbago or gout.
Any such sufferer sending name and address to H. P. Clearwater, Pb. D., 534-N
Water St., Hallo"·ell, Maine, will r eceive a
copy of this valuable book by mail entirely
free of charge.
A's the number of copies available to
readers of this magazine is . limited it ls
advisable that you act promptly and if not
a suf!'erer yourself you would pe helping
some afflicted friend by handin&' this good

news to himl

TO DAM
NIAGARA
RIVER
After morethan ten years'
investigation the
International Waterways Commission recommended through the
President the construction of a
submerged dam,
or weir, in the
Niagara River, to
raise the level of
Lake Erie and its
upper waters.
The commission
stated the value
of the proposed
work to Lake
Erie ports could
hardly be estimated.
The cost of the
weir and consequent works to
avoid damage to
prope1·ty is estimated at $3,500,000.
The dam
would · raise the
level of the Niagara three feet
for a distance of
one and a half
miles. The commission suggested
the construction
of a levee to prevent damage to
adjoining property. The commission reported that
the plan would
raise the mean
level of Lake St.
Clair .23 foot and
that of Lake Huron .09 foot.
The commission
also reported that
the weir would
eliminate any inj u r i o u s effect
upon the Lake
Erie level of diversion of waters
at Niagara Falls
for water power.
It was pointed
out that diversion
of water to the
Chicago Drainage
Canal, to the Erie
Canal and for
power plant purposes at Niagara
Falls had considerably
reduced
the level at Lake
Erie.
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$80 Drafting Course Free
\Vrite to me for tlai• offer I am now making to every one of my •tuclent•. I clo
exactly as I tell you-give you an opportunity to get an $80 clrGfting courae fre-.

i g Outfit Fre e

I am al110 offering to each •tuclent a complete drawing outfit
which I believe cannot be purchaaecl any place for leu than $2S.

! Specia

lvorine Pocket Rule FREE!

lor sending copy o2 drawing shown at left hand side
OPY this drawing today and send it to me, giving me your age.
There are no conditions requiring you to buy anything. So, if
you are interested in drawing, send in your sketch right away.
I will give you free, just for sending a copy of this drawing, a 6-inch
IvorinePocket rule and a 6x9 book on "Successful Draftsmanship."

C

Chief Draftsman Dobe, of the Engineers' Equipment Company, is making
this offer to interest ambitious men who would like to better themselves at big•
ger sa!a~ies, doing work whicn brings big pay and at the same time leading to
fl'I"Cater advancement. There will be thousands of positions open this year paying from $3,000 to$3,600 a year. The great buildin~ boom all over the country
is causing this great demand, and industrial activity in the mechanical line
makes it worth your while to give this opportunity your immediate attention.

5 250

to 5 300 a Mont h

Positions paying $250 to $300 per month, which ought to be filled by skilled draftsmen
are vacant everywhere. There are in every part of this country ambitious men, who
with practical training and personal assistance, will be qualified to fill these positions.
Mr. Dobe knows now is the time to get ready and
Mr. Dobe is very much interested in finding these
he knows that few men realize this so well as he. So
men and calling to their attention the great future in
in order to interest men everywhere he wants to see
draftsmanship-how when a man enters into this proif your copy of the drawing shown above indicates
fession, he is in an uncrowded field and how with
you might have drafting ability.
surprisingly little effort.he may rise to the salary of
If then, Dobe believes that you-do possess this
from $3,000 to $3,600 a year.
ability he will tell you how he will train you person•
Ambitious boys and men, between the ages of 16and
ally. This training is given by mail and he guarantees
50, are wanted by great business concerns, and the
to train a limited number of students under this agreeman who is ready when opportunity calls him, gets
ment to give practical ::!rafting room traininii UNTIL
the high grade positions and highest pay.
placed in a permanent position at a salary of $250
'!
to $300 per month.
No man can hope to share a part in the great coming
prosperity in manufacturing and building, unless he
To any student that Mr. Dobe accepts for his per1s properly trained nd able to do first class, practical
sonal training, he will furnish a complete draftswork and is ready when he is called,
man's working outfit absolutely free. This outfit con•
sists of all instruments and tools required by any first
class draftsman, and Mr. Dobe beiieves it cannot be
duplicated for less than $25.
Considering that Mr. Dobe selects and limits the
number of students for training, it is very important
that you act promptly and send in your reply either
with your sketch or without a sketch at once, asking
for full particulars.
He will send you at once a free book entitled "Successful Draftsmanship" in addition to all other informa•
tion, telling you how you may learn draftini at home.

Copy thi• •hetch

Mall Your Draw•
Ing At Once-FREE -this $ZS

Draftsman' s Working Outfit
These are regular working instruments, the kind I use
myself. I give them free to you.if you enroll at once.
Don't delay. Send for fall information 10DA YI

and Get lvorine Pocket Ruler
Absolutely FREE!
Ambitious men, interested in drafting, hurry I Don't
wait I This is your opportunity in this great profes•
eion. Accept this offer which Mr. Dobe makes. Send
in your sketch or request for FREE Book and lvorine
Pocket Rule. Address:

Chief Draftsman, Engineers' Equipment Co.,

1951 Lnwreneo Ave., Div. 1091, CWcniro, Ill.
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No. 1.
BOOK. -

ORACULUM

N,\l'OLEON'S

A.NO

DREAll

Containing tile great oracle of human destiny; also the true weaning of almost any kind ot
dreams, together with charms, ceremonies, and curious
games of cards.
No. 2. HOW '.l'O DO TRIC.KS. - The great book of
magic and curd tricks, containing full Instruction on all
the l_eading c~rd tricks of the day, also the most popular
magical illusions as performed by onr leading magi•
ciaos; every !Joy should obtain a copy of this book.
The arts and wiles ot
No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT, flirtation are . fully explained by this little book. Befan, glove,
handkerchief,
of
methods
various
the
sides
parasol, window and hat flirtation, lt contains a full list
flowers.
of
sentiment
and
language
of the
No. 4.. UOW TO DANCE is the title of this llttle
book. It contains full Instructions lu the art of dancln"
etiquette in the ballroom and at parties, how to dress'
and full directions for calling otI in all popular square
dances.
No. 5, HOW TO MAKE LOVE. - A complete guide
to Jove, courtship and marriage, giving sensible advice
rules and etiquette to be observed, with many curious
nod interesting things not generally known.
No. 6. HOW TO BECOi\IE AN ATHLE'.l'E. - Giving
full Instructions for the use of dumbbells, Indian clubs,
parallel bars, horizontal \Jars and various other method s
or cteveloping n good, h ea lthy lllt1scle; containing over
slxf y illust1·atlons.
No. 7. HOW ro KEEP BIRDS. - Handsomely illus•
trated and containing full instructions for the management and training of thii canary , mocking bird bobollnk
'
'
bluckbircl, paroquet, parrot, etc.

Reckle ss Ride; or, Arl etta's Hairbreadth Esca pe.
and the Cowboy Sports; or, Fun and Fighting
on the Range.
Raiding the Redskins; or, Arietta and the
Apnche Trap.
Whooping It Up; or, The Cowboy Carnlvnl at
Crooked Creek.
Dagger Duel; or Arietta and the Mexican
Bandits.
QulckPst Shot; or, The Desperadoes or Diamond Di,;-e.
and fhe Death Mine ; or, Arl etta Blutring the
Claim .1umpers.
Saving the •·seventh"; or, '.!.'he Fight at Red
,
Ravine.
Grenser Shake-Up; or, Arietta Standing the
Test.
Trailln!!' a "Terror"; or, The Bandit Chief's
La~t C'hnnce.
8aving His Scalp; or, Arietta and the Death
Trail.
'l'enchi111? a 'J'rnderfoot; or, 'l'he Dude's Duel
With the Desperado.
No. 8. now TO UE<.:O.\JE A \ "ENTRILOQUIST. Ilushlng the Rustlers; or, Ariettn·s Long
By ,Harry K cuncdy. Every iutelllgent boy reading thls
Range Shot.
book or instructio11s can master tbe 11rt, and create any
Grilling the Gold Grabbers; or, 'l'b e "Shoot• amount of fun to,· himself and friends. It is tbe great•
l ' r>" at Rhooker.
·
est book ever published.
Cowhoy Challenge; or, .Arietln's Good Gu ess.
No, 10. no,v TO uox. - 'l'h e art of sclt-de!ense
J\l ;·s1 erious Enemies; or, 'l'he Sign of the Sliver
made easy. Containi11g over thirty illustrations of
Reven.
guards, blows, and the different positions of a good
SnYing the Sta1?ecoach; or, How Arietta 'l'rnpped
box er. Every lloy should obtain one of these useful and
1he Rorul Agents.
ln strnctive books, as It will teach you how to box
an<l "MPS(Julte Monte"; or, The Worst Greaser
without an instructor.
in Arizona.
Drfenrting th<' Camp; or, Arletta and the
No. 11. HOW TO WUJ'.l'E LOVE-LET'.l'E1ns. _ A_
llfn~kro Raiders.
mos~ complete little book, containing full directions for
and the Cherokee Chief; or, The Redskins' Last
wrltrng love-letters, an1 wh en to use them, giving speciFight.
men letters tot· young Mnll olcl.
Shower ot Gold; or, Arlettn's Lucky Slip.
_N_o . 12. HOW TO W.HlTE LETTERS TO LADIES.as a Rcout: or, Saving the Emigrant 'l'raln.
complete instructions for writin~ letters to
G1vrng
I<unnlng the Ranch: or, Arletta's Game Flgbt.
on all subjects; also letters of iutrod'uction, notes
and "Chapparal Chick"; or, 'l'he Bandits of ladies
uests.
eq
r
and
the Foothllls,
No, la, HOW TO DO IT; or, BOOK OF ETIQUE'.1:TE.
oncl the Mad 'Mexican; or, Arletta's Warning
- it 1s _a great Ille secret , and one tbat every youn
Shot.
des1res to know all about. There's happiness In
man
In
Hemm"ed
or,
and (be Cowboy 111iillionaire;
No, 14. HO_W TO lllAKE CANDY.-A COlllplete hand•
bv Enemies.
for makrng nil kiuds of candy, ice-creams, syrups
and
book
A"rictta
or,
Things";
in· the "Lnnd of Dead
•
essences, etc., etc.
th<' Vultures.
No .. 1_7. HOW TO DO MECHANICAL TRICKS,_
Li<::hl ning Leap; or, a Desperate Duel on
! . <::ontarnrng complete instructions for performing over
HorsPlrnck.
In (he Golden Valley: or, A'rlettn's Indian R gn. sixty mechanical tncks. l,'ully illustrated.
Marked Mustang; or, Trapping the Horse
No, 18. HOW TO BECOllIE BEAUTIFUL. - One ot
'l'h!eves.
the brightest and most valuable little book~ ever givell
to the world. Everybody wishes to Jrnow how to be•
oale by all newsdealer• , or will be 8ent to any
come beaufiful, both male and fcmafe. 'l'he secret 18
ou receipt of price, 7o per copy, ln money or simple,
and almost costless.
otampa; by

1f

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publloher, Inc.,
New Yorlf City
166 Wut 23d Street,

HOW TO
SCENARIOS WRITE
THEM
Prlee II Cflllte Per Copy

TJIJ• book contains all the most recent. cbaqea In tbe
method of construction and au bmlsslon of 11eenarloe.
t7 Le11one, covering every phase of acenarlo writ• For • ale by all Newsdealer• and Boolt• torea.
7ou cannot procure a copy, send u • the prlee,
Ill eenta, tn money or postage stamps, and we wlll
mall 700 one. postage tree. .Addre ••
J.. 1Blf.4RJ!:N8, 119 Sev,otb Al'e., New York, N. 11',

&:

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information •m Almost Every Subject

No. 20.
PARTY. -

HOW

'.l'O

ENTER~'AIN

AN

EVENING

.A complete compendmm of games sports
card diversions, comic recitals, etc., suitable to'r parlor
ente1·tainment. It contains moi·e tor
drawing-room
or
the money than a·n y book published.
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH,-The most com
plete bunting and lisping guide ever published. rt COil:
tains full in structions about guns, bunting dogs, traps
trapping and fishing , together with description of game
and fl.sh.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAJIIS.-This little
book gives thP explan11tion to all kinds of dreams, to•
&ether with lucky and unlucky days.

For sale by all news.:lealers, or will be sent to any

ad.:lress. on receipt of price, 10c. per copy, in
n1oney or stamps, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.,
166 West 23d Street,

New Yorlw

